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The concept of causal nonseparability has been recently introduced, in opposition to that of causal
separability, to qualify physical processes that locally abide by the laws of quantum theory, but
cannot be embedded in a well-defined global causal structure. While the definition is unambiguous in
the bipartite case, its generalisation to the multipartite case is not so straightforward. Two seemingly
different generalisations have been proposed, one for a restricted tripartite scenario and one for the
general multipartite case. Here we compare the two, showing that they are in fact inequivalent. We
propose our own definition of causal (non)separability for the general case, which—although a priori
subtly different—turns out to be equivalent to the concept of “extensible causal (non)separability”
introduced before, and which we argue is a more natural definition for general multipartite scenarios.
We then derive necessary, as well as sufficient conditions to characterise causally (non)separable
processes in practice. These allow one to devise practical tests, by generalising the tool of witnesses
of causal nonseparability.
I. INTRODUCTION
The notion of a causal order between events is an
essential ingredient in our understanding of the world.
Our conventional view of causality is that events are or-
dered according to some global time parameter, with past
events influencing future events, but not vice versa. One
may however wonder whether this concept is really fun-
damental, or whether scenarios without such an under-
lying background causal structure are conceivable. The
situation is particularly interesting in quantum theory,
where the properties of physical systems are not always
well-defined, and where the question arises of whether
the causal structure itself can be subject to quantum ef-
fects in a similar way. These questions are of great im-
portance for the foundations of physics [1–3], but they
are also motivated by a more practical point of view, as
new resources for quantum information processing be-
come available when the assumption of a definite causal
structure is relaxed [4]. Recent works have demonstrated
that, for instance, indefinite causal orders can enable ad-
vantages in regard to query complexity [5–8], communica-
tion complexity [9, 10] and other information processing
tasks [11–13].
A particular model describing causal relations between
quantum events is the so-called process matrix formal-
ism [2]. In this framework, quantum events are assumed
to take place locally, but the causal order between them
is not specified a priori. The physical resource relat-
ing the local events is described by a process matrix,
which, broadly speaking, is a generalisation of a mul-
tipartite density matrix allowing also for the description
of signalling scenarios, such as quantum channels. As it
turns out, some scenarios arising within this formalism
are indeed incompatible with any definite causal order.
The process matrices corresponding to these scenarios
are called causally nonseparable, while the process matri-
ces describing scenarios compatible with a well-defined
causal structure are called causally separable.
The process matrix formalism was initially introduced
for two local events. In that bipartite case, the notion
of causal (non)separability is clearly defined and well un-
derstood. In particular, the causal (non)separability of
any bipartite process matrix can be determined using
witnesses of causal nonseparability [14, 15], similar con-
ceptually to entanglement witnesses. In order to compre-
hensively understand causal indefiniteness from a fun-
damental perspective, and to explore more deeply the
question of how they can be harnessed as a quantum
information processing resource, it is essential to clar-
ify how the absence of a causal order can be described,
characterised and certified also in multipartite scenar-
ios. While the formalism of process matrices generalises
rather easily to more parties [14, 16, 17], the notion of
causal (non)separability becomes less clear. In fact, sev-
eral different definitions have recently been proposed to
generalise the bipartite case [14, 17] which, as it turns
out, are not equivalent.
In this work, we clarify the definition of causal
(non)separability in multipartite scenarios. After re-
calling the framework and definitions in the bipar-
tite case, we compare the generalisations of causal
(non)separability that have been proposed so far, be-
fore proposing and motivating our own definition for
the multipartite case (Definition 5). We then provide a
characterisation of multipartite causally (non)separable
processes via necessary as well as sufficient conditions
(Propositions 3, 4 and 5), allowing us to generalise the
tool of witnesses of causal nonseparability.
II. PROCESS MATRIX FORMALISM:
THE BASICS
The process matrix formalism is perhaps most easily
understood in the bipartite case [2]. To begin with, let us
briefly recall its framework for this case, before turning
to the generalisation to multipartite scenarios.
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2A. Bipartite process matrices
The formalism of process matrices was introduced in
Ref. [2] to study correlations between events that locally
obey the laws of quantum theory, but which are not a
priori embedded into any global causal order. In the bi-
partite scenario, two parties, who we shall call Alice (A)
and Bob (B), are each associated with closed laborato-
ries. The parties perform an experiment during which
their interactions with the “outside world” (and hence
with each other) are restricted to opening their laborato-
ries only once to let an incoming physical system enter,
and once to send out an outgoing system. Alice and Bob
may choose local operations to perform within their labo-
ratories, possibly depending on some external (classical)
input x or y for A and B, and producing (classical) mea-
surement outcomes a and b, respectively. The correla-
tions established between the parties after repeating the
experiment many times are described by the conditional
probability distribution P (a, b|x, y).
While no assumption is made about the global causal
order between the parties, we assume that the local oper-
ations performed inside the laboratories are described by
standard quantum theory. We can therefore assign some
“incoming” and “outgoing” Hilbert spaces to the parties,
which we denote HAI ,HAO (for Alice) and HBI ,HBO
(for Bob), of dimensions dAI , dAO , dBI and dBO , respec-
tively. The spaces of Hermitian linear operators over
these Hilbert spaces will simply be denoted by AI , AO, BI
and BO. For convenience we also define AIO := AI⊗AO,
BIO := BI ⊗ BO, dAIO := dAIdAO and dBIO := dBIdBO .
In this paper, we will only consider finite-dimensional
Hilbert spaces; for a generalisation of the framework to
infinite-dimensional systems, see Ref. [18].
According to quantum theory, Alice and Bob’s local
operations can most generally be described as quan-
tum instruments [19]—that is, sets of completely pos-
itive (CP) maps that sum up to completely positive
trace-preserving (CPTP) maps. The Choi-Jamiołkowski
(CJ) isomorphism [20, 21] allows us to represent these
CP maps as positive semidefinite matrices MAIOa|x ,M
BIO
b|y ,
and the CPTP maps as positive semidefinite matrices
MAIOx :=
∑
aM
AIO
a|x , M
BIO
y :=
∑
bM
BIO
b|y that satisfy
TrAO M
AIO
x = 1
AI and TrBO MBIOy = 1BI . Here, TrX
denotes the partial trace over the system X, and 1X de-
notes the identity operator in the space X (in general,
superscripts on operators, which may be omitted when
clear enough, denote the system(s) they apply to).
As shown in Ref. [2], requiring compatibility with
quantum mechanics locally and assuming the non-
contextuality of the probabilities imply that the proba-
bilities P (a, b|x, y) must be bilinear in the CP maps asso-
ciated with the operations of A and B—or, equivalently,
bilinear in their CJ representations. (Throughout this
paper we will often refer to CP maps by their equivalent
CJ representation and vice versa.) It follows that the
overall process can be described by a Hermitian opera-
tor, a “process matrix” W ∈ AIO⊗BIO [2], such that the
correlations are obtained via the generalised Born rule
P (a, b|x, y) = Tr
[
MAIOa|x ⊗MBIOb|y ·W
]
(1)
(where Tr is now the full trace).
The framework also permits the parties to share, in
addition to the process matrix, some (possibly entangled)
ancillary quantum state that can be accessed via their
local operations. The parties may thus have access also
to some extra incoming Hilbert spaces HAI′ and HBI′ of
arbitrary (finite) dimension, and be able to perform CP
maps MAII′Oa|x ∈ AII′O := AI ⊗ AI′ ⊗ AO and M
BII′O
b|y ∈
BII′O := BI⊗BI′⊗BO, respectively (where as before, AI′
and BI′ are the spaces of Hermitian linear operators over
HAI′ and HBI′ ). This implies that any process matrix
W ∈ AIO ⊗ BIO can be extended to a process matrix
W ⊗ ρ ∈ AII′O ⊗ BII′O, for any extra incoming spaces
AI′ , BI′ and any ρ ∈ AI′ ⊗BI′ [2].
Requiring Eq. (1) to yield valid (i.e., nonnegative and
normalised) probabilities, even when the parties share
arbitrary ancillary states, is equivalent to W satisfying
the following constraints:
W ≥ 0, W ∈ L{A,B}, and TrW = dAOdBO (2)
for some particular linear subspace L{A,B} of AIO⊗BIO;
see Sec. IVA and Appendix A 1 for an explicit charac-
terisation [2, 14]. In the following we will refer to a ma-
trix satisfying the first two constraints above (i.e., with-
out necessarily imposing the normalisation constraint
TrW = dAOdBO ) as a valid process matrix, and when-
ever we talk about a process matrix W we always im-
plicitly assume it is valid. Hermitian matrices that are
not valid process matrices will simply be referred to as
“matrices”.
B. Bipartite causal (non)separability
One may now consider the question, whether the situ-
ation described by a process matrix can be embedded in
a well-defined causal structure, with a fixed causal order
between the events happening in each party’s laboratory,
or not.
A process matrix is said to be “compatible with (the
causal order) A ≺ B” (sometimes abbreviated to just
“A ≺ B”, e.g., in superscripts) if all the correlations it
generates are compatible with a causal order where A
acts before B, which is to be understood operationally:
such a process matrix WA≺B does not allow for any
signalling from B to A. More precisely, whatever the
CP and CPTP maps MAIOa|x ,M
BIO
y(′) of A and B, the re-
sulting correlations respect the no-signalling condition
P (a|x, y) = P (a|x, y′), or Tr[MAIOa|x ⊗MBIOy ·WA≺B ] =
Tr[MAIOa|x ⊗MBIOy′ ·WA≺B ] according to Eq. (1). This con-
strainsWA≺B to be in a linear subspace LA≺B ⊂ L{A,B}
3of AIO⊗BIO; see Sec. IVA and Appendix A 2 for an ex-
plicit characterisation of LA≺B .
Likewise, process matrices that do not allow signalling
from A to B are said to be compatible with the causal
order B ≺ A, and will typically be denoted WB≺A ∈
LB≺A. One can also conceive of situations where the
causal order is not fixed to be the same for all experimen-
tal runs, but where there is instead a probabilistic mix-
ture of the two possibilities. Such a scenario is described
by a convex combination of process matrices compatible
with A ≺ B and B ≺ A, respectively. Process matrices
of this form remain compatible with an underlying causal
framework and are the subject of the following definition,
first introduced by Oreshkov, Costa and Brukner [2]:
Definition 1 (Bipartite causal (non)separability [2]). A
bipartite process matrixW is said to be causally separable
if and only if it can be written as a convex combination
W = qWA≺B + (1−q)WB≺A , (3)
with q ∈ [0, 1] and where WA≺B and WB≺A are two
process matrices compatible with the causal orders A ≺ B
and B ≺ A, respectively.
A process matrix that cannot be decomposed as above
is said to be causally nonseparable.
Causally separable process matrices thus describe the
most general bipartite situations where one can identify
a definite causal order between the parties, be it fixed for
all experimental runs or subject to classical randomness.
In contrast, if a process matrix is causally nonseparable,
it is incompatible with any causal order between A and
B. In the bipartite case, causal (non)separability can be
easily and efficiently verified; in particular, any causally
nonseparable process can be detected using a witness of
causal nonseparability [14, 15] (see Sec. IVD).
C. Towards generalising to more parties
The process matrix framework itself generalises rather
easily to the multipartite case.
Let us first introduce some generalised notations.
We shall consider N parties denoted by Ak for k ∈
{1, . . . , N} := N , with corresponding inputs and out-
puts denoted by xk, and ak, respectively. We define
the input and output vectors ~x := (x1, . . . , xN ) and
~a := (a1, . . . , aN ). The “incoming” and “outgoing” Hilbert
spaces for each party are denoted by HAkI ,HAkO (of di-
mensions dAkI , dAkO , respectively), while the spaces of Her-
mitian linear operators over these Hilbert spaces are de-
noted by AkI , A
k
O. We also define A
k
IO := A
k
I ⊗ AkO, and
dAkIO
:= dAkI dAkO .
For a subset K ⊆ N of parties, we will denote by ~xK
and ~aK the vectors of inputs and outputs restricted to
the parties in K, and use shorthand notations like AKIO :=⊗
k∈KA
k
IO (= R if K = ∅), 1K :=
⊗
k∈K 1
AkIO = 1A
K
IO ,
and TrK for the trace over all (incoming and outgoing)
systems of the parties in K—i.e., TrAKIO or TrAKII′O , as
appropriate (see below), and with Tr∅ the identity op-
eration and TrN the full trace. For notational simplic-
ity, we shall identify the parties’ names with their la-
bels, and singletons of parties (e.g., {Ak}) with the par-
ties themselves (e.g., Ak) or the corresponding label, so
that N = {1, . . . , N} ≡ {A1, . . . , AN}, N\{Ak} ≡ N\k,
Tr{Ak} ≡ Trk, etc.
The CP maps corresponding to the parties’ operations
are then denoted by MA
k
IO
ak|xk , the corresponding CPTP
maps MA
k
IO
xk :=
∑
ak
M
AkIO
ak|xk , and the overall process is
represented by a process matrixW ∈ ANIO. The resulting
correlations are then obtained through a generalised Born
rule as before:
P (~a|~x) = Tr
[
M
A1IO
a1|x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗M
ANIO
aN |xN ·W
]
. (4)
As in the bipartite case, the parties may also share
some ancillary state ρ in some extra incoming spaces
A1I′⊗· · ·⊗ANI′ = ANI′ , and extend their local operations to
act on these spaces as well. Requiring again the nonneg-
ativity and normalisation of all obtainable probabilities,
including for arbitrary extensions W ⊗ ρ of W , imposes
validity constraints on W . In the general multipartite
case, they read
W ≥ 0, W ∈ LN , and TrW =
∏
k∈N
dAkO (5)
for some particular linear subspace LN of ANIO; see
Sec. IVA and Appendix A1 [2, 14]. As for the bipartite
case, in this paper a matrix will be called a (valid) pro-
cess matrix whenever it satisfies the first two constraints
above, without necessarily requiring that it is correctly
normalised.
The no-signalling constraints can readily be gener-
alised to the N -partite case, allowing the notion of com-
patibility with a fixed causal order to be extended accord-
ingly. For instance, a process matrix is said to be com-
patible with the fixed causal order A1 ≺ A2 ≺ · · · ≺ AN
if no party or group of parties can signal to other par-
ties in their causal “past” (as defined by the speci-
fied causal order)—which translates into the constraint
that P (a1, . . . , ak|~x) = P (a1, . . . , ak|x1, . . . , xk) for all
k = 1, . . . , N − 1. As before, this constrains such a
process matrix WA1≺···≺AN to be in a linear subspace
LA1≺···≺AN ⊂ LN of ANIO; see Sec. IVA for an explicit
characterisation of LA1≺···≺AN (and Appendices A 2–A4
for further discussions and characterisations of process
matrices compatible with other fixed causal orders).
What is not so straightforward, however, is to gener-
alise the concept of causal (non)separability, which turns
out to be much more subtle for more than two parties. In
particular, additional complexity arises in the multipar-
tite case because the causal order can be dynamical as
well as probabilistic—that is, the causal order of parties
in the future can depend on operations of parties in the
4past [16, 17, 22]. Simply considering a convex combina-
tion of process matrices compatible with different fixed
causal orders does not include scenarios with such dy-
namical causal orders, and is therefore too restrictive to
capture all scenarios that should be considered compati-
ble with a well-defined causal order. Perhaps more strik-
ingly, as we shall see the possibility to extend process
matrices with ancillary quantum states has nontrivial im-
plications for the definition of causal (non)separability for
more than two parties [17]. The main objectives of this
paper are precisely to discuss how the concept of causal
(non)separability should properly be generalised to the
multipartite case, and to characterise causally separable
and causally nonseparable process matrices.
III. DEFINING MULTIPARTITE CAUSAL
(NON)SEPARABILITY
A. Araújo et al.’s definition
The multipartite case was first considered in a re-
stricted tripartite situation in which one party has no
(or, equivalently, a trivial) outgoing system. This par-
ticular scenario was studied because of its relevance for
a practical protocol where the causal order between two
parties A and B, which perform some unitary operations
UA and UB on a target system initialised in a state |ψ〉t,
is controlled by another (two-dimensional) quantum sys-
tem. If this control qubit is initialised in the state |0〉c,
the operation UA is applied before UB , while for a con-
trol qubit in the state |1〉c, UB is applied before UA. If
the control qubit is initialised in a superposition state
|+〉c = 1√
2
(|0〉c + |1〉c), the overall transformation on the
joint state of the target and control systems is thus
|ψ〉t ⊗ |+〉c
→ 1√
2
(UBUA |ψ〉t ⊗ |0〉c + UAUB |ψ〉t ⊗ |1〉c) , (6)
i.e., the unitaries are applied in a “superposition of or-
ders”. The output state is then sent to a third party C
(Charlie) who can measure the control qubit, and possi-
bly also the target system. The protocol just described
can straightforwardly be generalised to the case where A
and B’s operations are general quantum instruments in-
stead of unitaries. This so-called quantum switch can be
understood as a quantum supermap [23], or higher order
transformation, that maps A and B’s local operations
to the overall global transformation. It cannot be re-
alised by inserting the local operations into a circuit with
a well-defined causal order, and therefore constitutes a
new resource for quantum computation that goes beyond
causally ordered quantum circuits [4]. It has attracted
particular interest as a consequence of being readily im-
plementable, and indeed several implementations have
been experimentally realised [24–28]. Consequent work
has sought to clarify whether such implementations can
really be seen as genuine realisations of indefinite causal
orders, and Ref. [29] gives arguments clarifying why they
can be.
The quantum switch can naturally be described in the
process matrix formalism [14, 17] where it indeed cor-
responds to a tripartite process matrix for parties A, B
and C, where Charlie has no outgoing system and there-
fore cannot signal to the other parties. The situation is
thus relatively similar to the bipartite case, since the only
relevant causal orders are those where Charlie acts last,
i.e., A ≺ B ≺ C and B ≺ A ≺ C. This observation
led Araújo et al. to propose the following definition (as
an initial, “1-step” generalisation of Definition 1) for this
particular scenario:
Definition 2 (Araújo et al.’s causal separability [14]). In
a tripartite scenario where party C has no outgoing sys-
tem, a process matrix W is said to be causally separable
if and only if it can be written as a convex combination
W = qWA≺B≺C + (1−q)WB≺A≺C , (7)
with q ∈ [0, 1] and where WA≺B≺C and WB≺A≺C are
two process matrices compatible with the causal orders
A ≺ B ≺ C and B ≺ A ≺ C, respectively.
It was shown that the process matrix describing the
quantum switch is causally nonseparable as per Defini-
tion 2 [14], and this definition has subsequently been used
e.g. in Refs. [15, 18, 27].
B. Oreshkov and Giarmatzi’s definitions
While Araújo et al.’s definition recalled above ap-
plied only to a particular tripartite situation, Oreshkov
and Giarmatzi (OG) considered in Ref. [17] the gen-
eral multipartite case—taking into account, in partic-
ular, the possibility of dynamical causal orders. They
defined in fact two possible generalisations of bipartite
causal (non)separability, namely what they called the no-
tions of “causal (non)separability” and “extensible causal
(non)separability”.
The definition they proposed for causal separability is
recursive, in analogy with the definition of multipartite
“causal correlations” [17, 22]—correlations that are com-
patible with a definite causal order. In Refs. [17, 22],
these were characterised as those for which it is possible
to identify, up to some probability, a party that acts first,
and such that, for any behaviour of this first party, the
conditional correlations shared by the remaining parties
are again causal. Oreshkov and Giarmatzi invoked an
analogous “unraveling argument” for causally separable
processes.
More specifically, their definition is based on the con-
cept of a “conditional (process) matrix”, defined for a
given matrix W and a given CP map Mk := M
AkIO
ak|xk ap-
plied by a party Ak as
W|Mk := Trk
[
Mk ⊗ 1N\k · W
]
. (8)
5In general, even ifW is a valid process matrix,W|Mk thus
defined may not be a valid process matrix (in which case
we shall just talk about a “conditional matrix”). In fact,
as we will see in Sec. IVA, a process matrix W is com-
patible with party Ak acting first (i.e., it does not allow
signalling from the other parties to Ak) if and only if for
any CP mapMk the conditional matrixW|Mk , as defined
in Eq. (8), is (up to normalisation1) a valid (N−1)-partite
process matrix for the parties in N \ k. In that case, the
conditional process matrixW|Mk then represents the pro-
cess shared by these N−1 parties, conditioned on party
Ak performing the CP map Mk = M
AkIO
ak|xk (i.e., condi-
tioned on both receiving the input xk and obtaining the
outcome ak).
Oreshkov and Giarmatzi then proposed the following
(recursive) definition:2
Definition 3 (Oreshkov and Giarmatzi’s causal separa-
bility [17]). For N = 1, any process matrix is causally
separable. For N ≥ 2, an N -partite process matrix W
is said to be causally separable if and only if it can be
decomposed as
W =
∑
k∈N
qkW(k), (9)
with qk ≥ 0,
∑
k qk = 1, and where for each k, W(k) is a
process matrix compatible with party Ak acting first, and
is such that for any possible CP map Mk ∈ AkIO applied
by party Ak, the conditional (N−1)-partite process ma-
trix (W(k))|Mk := Trk[Mk⊗1N\k · W(k)] is itself causally
separable.
As outlined in the previous section, the process ma-
trix framework allows for process matrices to be extended
by providing additional ancillary states the the parties.
Taking this into account, OG introduced a second defi-
nition of causal separability for process matrices that are
causally separable even under arbitrary such extensions:
Definition 4 (Oreshkov and Giarmatzi’s extensible
causal separability [17]). An N -partite process matrix W
is said to be extensibly causally separable if and only if
it is causally separable (as per Definition 3 above), and it
remains so under any extension with incoming systems in
an arbitrary joint quantum state—i.e., if and only if for
any extension ANI′ of the parties’ incoming systems and
1 For a properly normalised process matrix W compatible with
Ak first (i.e., which always gives P (ak|~x) = P (ak|xk)) and a
trace-non-increasing CP mapMk = Mak|xk , one has TrW|Mk =
P (ak|xk)
∏
j∈N\k dAj
O
, so that W|Mk must be divided by the
factor P (ak|xk) to also be properly normalised according to
Eq. (5).
2 More precisely, what we present here as their definition is actu-
ally presented in Ref. [17] (in a slightly different, but equivalent
way) as a characterisation following from a more fundamental re-
cursive definition of causally separable processes (not necessarily
quantum mechanical).
any ancillary quantum state ρ ∈ ANI′ , W ⊗ ρ is causally
separable.
It is easy to see that OG’s causal separability (CS) and
extensible causal separability (ECS) are equivalent in the
bipartite case, and, indeed, equivalent to Definition 1
given in Sec. II B: the process matrix W ⊗ ρ obtained
by attaching an ancillary state ρ to a causally separa-
ble process matrix W of the form of Eq. (3) remains of
the same form, with WA≺B ⊗ ρ (WB≺A ⊗ ρ) compatible
with A acting before B (B before A), and for both terms
WA≺B ⊗ ρ and WB≺A ⊗ ρ, whatever operation the first
party applies, the resulting conditional process matrix for
the other party is single-partite, hence trivially causally
separable.
However, OG’s CS and ECS are not equivalent in
the general multipartite case and thus indeed represent
two different possible multipartite generalisations of the
same bipartite concept. Of course ECS implies CS, but
the converse is not true in general—the result of a phe-
nomenon called “activation of causal nonseparability” in
Ref. [17]. An explicit example of a CS process that is
not ECS was indeed given in [17], in a tripartite scenario
where one party has no incoming system; we will see an-
other example in the following subsection.
C. Comparison
We thus now have three potential generalisations of
the concept of causal separability to the particular tripar-
tite situation where one party has no outgoing system—
namely, the two different definitions of causal separabil-
ity (Definitions 2 and 3), and that of extensible causal
separability (Definition 4). How do they relate to one
another? Are the two definitions of causal separability
indeed equivalent? These questions are answered by the
following result:
Proposition 1. In a tripartite scenario where party C
has no outgoing system, Araújo et al.’s definition of
causal separability (Definition 2) is equivalent to Ore-
shkov and Giarmatzi’s definition of extensible causal sep-
arability (Definition 4), but nonequivalent to their defini-
tion of causal separability (Definition 3).
The equivalence between Definitions 2 and 4 for this
particular tripartite scenario is proved explicitly in Ap-
pendix B 1 a, which we refer to for more details; we sim-
ply summarise the argument here as follows. Clearly,
any process matrix W of the form of Eq. (7) is ECS, as
any W ⊗ ρ is also of that form (and of the form also of
Eq. (9)), and for any WA≺B≺C and any MA, the con-
ditional process (WA≺B≺C)|MA is compatible with the
order B ≺ C (hence it is causally separable; similarly
for any WB≺A≺C and any MB). The proof that an ECS
process matrix W necessarily has the form of Eq. (7) is
based on a “teleportation technique” (see Lemma B1 in
Appendix B), already used in Ref. [17], that consists in
6introducing an ancillary system in a maximally entangled
state ρ shared by two parties, e.g. A and C. By defini-
tion, the global process W ⊗ρAI′CI′ has a decomposition
of the form (9). It is then easy to see that the terms WA
andWB compatible with parties A or B acting first are in
fact compatible, since C has no outgoing system, with the
causal orders A ≺ B ≺ C and B ≺ A ≺ C, respectively,
and thus contribute to the termsWA≺B≺C andWB≺A≺C
in Eq. (7). For the term WC compatible with C acting
first, letting C project his systems CII′ := CI ⊗CI′ onto
the maximally entangled state effectively “teleports” his
system to A. By definition, the conditional bipartite pro-
cess then shared by A and B must be causally separable,
and must therefore have a decomposition of the form (3),
which also leads to a decomposition of the form (7) for
WC .
In order to prove the nonequivalence between Araújo
et al. and OG’s definitions of causal separability, we will
now show that OG’s CS and ECS are nonequivalent—i.e.,
that there can be “activation of causal nonseparability”
(according to OG’s terminology)—in the scenario where
party C has no outgoing system. Note that this scenario
differs from that in which OG already gave an example of
activation of causal nonseparability: they indeed consid-
ered a tripartite case where C has no incoming system,
rather than no outgoing system.
Consider for that the following process matrix:
W act. :=
1
8
[
1(11−zˆzˆ)11 +
√
3
4
1(xˆxˆ+yˆyˆ)(zˆ1+1zˆ)
+
1
2
zˆ(zˆ1−1zˆ)11 + 1
4
xˆ(xˆyˆ−yˆxˆ)(zˆ1−1zˆ)
]
,
(10)
where the subsystems are written, for convenience, in the
order CIAIBIAOBO (i.e., W act. ∈ CI ⊗AI ⊗BI ⊗AO ⊗
BO). Here, as in the other examples presented in this
paper, xˆ, yˆ, zˆ denote the Pauli matrices, 1 denotes the
2 × 2 identity matrix and tensor products between all
matrices are implicit.
We note first thatW act. is compatible with Charlie act-
ing first—i.e., with the order C ≺ {A,B}.3 (Indeed, it
satisfies Eq. (18) given later, for Ak = C.) Any CP map
applied by Charlie—i.e., since C has no outgoing sys-
tem, any element of a positive-operator valued measure
(POVM) in his qubit incoming space CI—can be written
asM~c = 1+~c ·~σ, where ~σ := (xˆ, yˆ, zˆ) and ~c := (cx, cy, cz)
is a 3-dimensional real vector with |~c| ≤ 1, so thatM~c ≥ 0
(and where we ignore the trace-nonincreasing constraint,
and indeed the overall normalisation of M~c, since it is
irrelevant for our argument). The resulting conditional
3 As C has no outgoing system, W act. is also compatible with C
acting last (see Appendix A 2 c). But to prove that W act. is CS
(according to OG’s definition) as we do below we need to consider
C acting first.
matrix for parties A and B (as defined in Eq. (8)) is then
(W act.)|M~c := TrCI [M
CI
~c ⊗ 1AIBIAOBO ·W act.]
=
1
2
WA≺B|M~c +
1
2
WB≺A|M~c (11)
with (written in the order AIBIAOBO)
WA≺B|M~c :=
1
4
[
(11−zˆzˆ)11 +
√
3
2
(xˆxˆ+yˆyˆ)zˆ1
+
cz
2
(zˆ1− 1zˆ)11 + cx
2
(xˆyˆ−yˆxˆ)zˆ1
]
(12)
and with WB≺A|M~c of a similar form, obtained from W
A≺B
|M~c
by changing zˆAO1BO to 1AO zˆBO and cx to −cx.
Note that WA≺B|M~c and W
B≺A
|M~c are valid, causally or-
dered process matrices, compatible with A ≺ B and
B ≺ A, respectively (their eigenvalues are found to be
0, 12
(
1±
√
3+c2x+c
2
z
4
) ≥ 0 for |~c| ≤ 1, and they satisfy the
appropriate form of Eq. (19) given later). From Eq. (11)
and the definition of causal separability in the bipartite
case (Definition 1), we conclude that for any CP map
(i.e. here, any POVM element) M~c applied by Char-
lie, (W act.)|M~c is a (bipartite) causally separable process.
Therefore, according to OG’s Definition 3, W act. is a tri-
partite CS process (with a single term in the decomposi-
tion (9), corresponding to C first).
A crucial feature of the decomposition (11) is that
(W act.)|M~c , W
A≺B
|M~c and W
B≺A
|M~c all depend on Charlie’s
operation M~c. Even though any valid process matrix
in CIAIBIAOBO (including WA≺B|M~c and W
B≺A
|M~c ) is com-
patible with C acting last (since C has no outgoing sys-
tem), the decomposition (11) still does not allow us to
obtain a decomposition of the formW act. = 12W
A≺B≺C+
1
2W
B≺A≺C for W act. (or even with different weights q,
1−q), as in Eq. (7). Indeed, such a decomposition for
W act., withWA≺B≺C andWB≺A≺C valid process matri-
ces compatible with the indicated causal order, does not
exist. This can be shown using Araújo et al.’s technique
of “witnesses of causal nonseparability” [14, 15]: one can
construct a witness for W act., and we give one explicitly
in Appendix C.
Since, as stated above, the existence of such a decom-
position (as in Definition 2) would be equivalent in the
scenario considered here to OG’s ECS (Definition 4), this
implies that althoughW act. is CS according to OG’s Defi-
nition (see above), it is not ECS. This provides an explicit
example of “activation of causal nonseparability” in that
scenario.
Hence, OG’s CS does not reduce (contrary to OG’s
ECS) to Araújo et al.’s definition of causal separability
in this particular scenario. Definitions 2 and 3 of causal
separability are therefore inconsistent. Our aim now is
to rectify this inconsistency.
7D. Our choice of definition
To fix this, we now propose our own definition of mul-
tipartite causal separability, which indeed resolves the in-
consistency pointed out above, and which we argue is a
more natural definition for general multipartite scenarios.
Similarly to OG, we choose a recursive definition, based
on the concept of a conditional process matrix and very
much in the spirit of the recursive definitions that have
been given for multipartite causal correlations [17, 22].
For a process matrix to be compatible with a definite
causal order, there should, in any run of the experiment,
be a designated party that acts first (which party this is
can be determined probabilistically, just like in the bi-
partite case) and the conditional process matrix for the
remaining parties, which depends on the action of the
first party, should again be causally separable for any
CP map that the first party applies.
For several reasons, we consider it important to allow
extensions with extra incoming systems, similar to OG’s
extensible causal separability. Firstly, the whole process
matrix framework is constructed so as to allow for shared
ancillary systems between the parties. For consistency,
we should thus take into account such extensions with
shared incoming quantum states when defining causal
(non)separability. Indeed, entanglement is a very differ-
ent resource from causal nonseparability: entangled sys-
tems do not by themselves allow signalling between par-
ties, and should be able to be distributed between parties
prior to an experiment without “activating” causal non-
separability. (Note, however, that entanglement can still
play a crucial role in causal nonseparability, as e.g., in the
quantum switch, where the control and target systems
can end up being entangled after the parties’ operations.)
While a “resource theory” for causal nonseparability has
not yet been developed, it is reasonable to expect that
providing additional shared (entangled) incoming states
should be a free operation in such an approach. These
considerations lead us to propose the following definition.
Definition 5 (N -partite causal separability). For N=1,
any process matrix is causally separable. For N ≥ 2, an
N -partite process matrix W is said to be causally sep-
arable if and only if, for any extension ANI′ of the par-
ties’ incoming systems and any ancillary quantum state
ρ ∈ ANI′ , W ⊗ ρ can be decomposed as
W ⊗ ρ =
∑
k∈N
qkW
ρ
(k), (13)
with qk ≥ 0,
∑
k qk = 1, and where for each k, W
ρ
(k) ∈
ANII′O is a process matrix compatible with party Ak act-
ing first, and is such that for any CP map Mk ∈ AkII′O
applied by party Ak, the conditional (N−1)-partite pro-
cess matrix4 (W ρ(k))|Mk := Trk[Mk⊗1N\k ·W ρ(k)] is itself
causally separable.
4 Note that compared to Eq. (8), we take here Ak
II′O := A
k
IO⊗AkI′ ,
Note that there is a subtle difference between our def-
inition here and that of OG’s ECS (Definition 4). We
indeed require all conditional process matrices appear-
ing at all levels of the recursive decomposition to remain
causally separable under extension with arbitrary ancil-
lary states, while OG impose this a priori only for the
original process matrix. In fact, although prima facie
different, these definitions turn out to be equivalent; the
proof of this is given in Appendix D.
From Definition 5 we recover the natural, intuitive def-
inition of Araújo et al. [14] in the particular tripartite
case where one party has a trivial outgoing system—
a case of practical relevance, as the quantum switch is
the first example of a causally nonseparable process that
has been demonstrated and studied in laboratory exper-
iments [24, 25, 27]. One can also readily verify that
process matrices that are causally separable by Defini-
tion 5 cannot generate noncausal correlations (as defined
in Refs. [17, 22]); an explicit proof is given in Appendix E.
From now on, whenever we talk about causal
(non)separability we will refer to our Definition 5.
IV. CHARACTERISING MULTIPARTITE
CAUSAL (NON)SEPARABILITY
With the definition of causal (non)separability given
above, we now turn to addressing the question of how to
characterise causally separable process matrices in terms
of simple conditions and how to demonstrate multipartite
causal nonseparability in practice.
For that we will start by reviewing the characterisa-
tions of valid process matrices and of process matrices
compatible with fixed causal orders, before recalling the
characterisations of causally separable process matrices
in the bipartite and tripartite cases, where we will give
conditions for causal separability that are both neces-
sary and sufficient. We will then present a generalisation
to the N -partite case which, for N ≥ 4, gives two condi-
tions, one necessary and one sufficient, whose coincidence
remains an open question.
In this section we will not concern ourselves with the
normalisation of process matrices (which can always be
imposed later). Our characterisations will then be given
in terms of linear subspaces of matrices (e.g., the spaces
LN and LA1≺···≺AN introduced already in Sec. II); when
adding the requirement of positive semidefiniteness, the
corresponding sets of (nonnormalised) process matrices
will thus be closed convex cones of positive semidefinite
matrices. This will allow the conditions we give to be
checked efficiently with semidefinite programming (SDP)
techniques. In particular, by generalising the techniques
used for the bipartite and restricted tripartite cases in
Mk := M
Ak
II′O
ak|xk , Trk := TrAkII′O
and 1N\k :=
⊗
j∈N\k 1
A
j
II′O
in the definition of the conditional matrix.
8Refs. [14, 15], we will extend the idea of witnesses of
causal nonseparability to the multipartite case and show
how multipartite witnesses can be constructed efficiently,
allowing this causal nonseparability to be verified exper-
imentally by having each party perform appropriately
chosen measurements [25, 27].
Following Ref. [14], we adopt the following notation,
which will be used heavily throughout the rest of the
paper:
XW := (TrXW )⊗ 1
X
dX
, 1W := W,
[
∑
X αXX]
W :=
∑
X
αX XW,
(14)
with dX the dimension of the Hilbert space of system X
(note that W → XW defines a CPTP map). In par-
ticular, constraints of the form [1−X]W = 0 (which will
appear regularly) therefore mean that W is of the form
W = Ω⊗ 1XdX (with Ω = TrXW ).
A. Valid process matrices and compatibility with a
fixed causal order
Recall from Sec. II that the conditions for a process
matrix W to be valid arise from requiring that the gen-
eralised Born rule (4) should give valid probability dis-
tributions, even when the parties share arbitrary ancil-
lary systems. The fact that these probabilities should be
nonnegative imposes that W must be positive semidefi-
nite, while the requirement that these probabilities must
sum to 1 implies that any valid (but, once again, not
necessarily normalised) W must be in a subspace LN of
ANIO [2, 14]. In Appendix A 1 we recall the proof (follow-
ing Ref. [14]) that this subspace can be characterised as
follows:
W ∈ LN ⇔ ∀ X ( N ,X 6= ∅, TrN\X W ∈ LX
and ∏
i∈N [1−AiO]W = 0 (15)
⇔ ∀ X ⊆ N ,X 6= ∅, ∏
i∈X [1−AiO]AN\XIO
W = 0 . (16)
Written in the form of Eq. (15), the validity constraint
forW says that all reduced matrices TrN\X W shared by
the parties of any strict subset X of N (obtained after
tracing out the parties that are not in X ) must be valid,
and thatW must further satisfy the additional constraint
that ∏
i∈N [1−AiO]W = 0. The form of Eq. (16) expresses
explicitly all the (linearly independent) constraints that
these recursive validity conditions imply on W .5 Denot-
5 Note that the constraint in Eq. (16) can also be written as∏
i∈X [1−AiO ](TrN\X W ) = 0. In this paper we generically use
the form of Eq. (16) for ease of notation; it may be useful, how-
ever, to keep in mind that this type of constraint is in fact a
constraint on the reduced matrix TrN\X W shared by the par-
ties in X , as written more explicitly in Eq. (15).
ing by P the convex cone of positive semidefinite matri-
ces, the set of valid process matrices is then the convex
cone
W = P ∩ LN . (17)
In order to discuss the causal separability of process
matrices, it is necessary to also characterise the subspaces
of such matrices that are compatible with certain fixed
causal relations between (subsets of) parties. Such causal
relations, as for the particular cases of fixed causal orders
discussed in the previous sections, are understood via the
notion of signalling: if a (group of) parties is in the causal
future of some others, then there is no way for them to
signal to those earlier parties.
We first consider the case of process matrices that
are compatible with a given party Ak acting first:6 re-
gardless of the operation performed by the other parties
Ak′ (for all k′ 6= k), the marginal probability distribu-
tion for Ak obtained from (4) must not depend on the
CPTP maps MA
k′
IO
xk′ chosen by those other parties. As
already mentioned in the previous section and shown in
Appendix A2, a given process matrix W satisfies this
condition if and only if, whatever CP map Mk is applied
by Ak, the conditional process matrix W|Mk , as defined
in Eq. (8), is a valid (N−1)-partite process matrix for
the remaining parties in N\Ak.
We can in fact ignore here the assumption that Mk ≥
0, and the above constraint is equivalent to imposing that
W|Mk ∈ LN\Ak for any Mk ∈ AkIO. Such a constraint de-
fines a linear subspace of ANIO. Taking its intersection
with the subspace LN , we denote the linear subspace of
valid process matrices compatible with party Ak first by
LAk≺(N\Ak). We find, using Eq. (16) above (and after
removing redundant constraints; see Eq. (A13) in Ap-
pendix A 2):
W ∈ LAk≺(N\Ak)
⇔ W ∈ LN and ∀ Mk ∈ AkIO, W|Mk ∈ LN\Ak
⇔
[1−AkO]AN\kIO
W = 0 and
∀ X ⊆ N\k,X 6= 0,∏
i∈X [1−AiO]AN\k\XIO
W = 0. (18)
In Appendix A 2 we also derive constraints for more
general causal orders of the form K1 ≺ K2 ≺ · · · ≺ KK ,
for various disjoint subsetsKi ofN . Of particular interest
is the specific case in which each Ki is a singleton, which
gives constraints on a process matrixW being compatible
with a fixed causal order such as A1 ≺ A2 ≺ · · · ≺ AN .
Such a W must be compatible with A1 acting first (and
6 Note that a process matrix can be compatible with several dif-
ferent causal relations between parties. For example, if a matrix
W does not allow any party to signal to another, then it is com-
patible with any party or group of parties acting first.
9must therefore satisfy Eq. (18) for k = 1—in particular,
the constraint on its third line); then, whatever CP map
M1 party A1 applies, the resulting conditional process
matrix W|M1 must then be a valid (N−1)-partite pro-
cess matrix, compatible with party A2 acting first (and
must therefore satisfy Eq. (18) for k = 2—in particular,
its third line—with N replaced by N\{1}); etc. By it-
erating this argument (up until the party AN ), we find
that the linear subspace LA1≺···≺AN of process matrices
compatible with the causal order A1 ≺ · · · ≺ AN is char-
acterised by (cf. Eq. (A17)) [14, 30, 31]
W ∈ LA1≺···≺AN
⇔ ∀ k = 1, . . . , N,
[1−AkO]A(>k)IO
W = 0 , (19)
with A(>k)IO = A
{k+1,...,N}
IO (with A
(>N)
IO = A
∅
IO = 1).
B. Bipartite and tripartite causally (non)separable
process matrices
In the bipartite scenario, the above characterisation of
the subspaces LA≺B and LB≺A allows us, from Defini-
tion 1, to give the following explicit characterisation of
causally separable process matrices.
Proposition 2 (Characterisation of bipartite causally
separable process matrices). A matrix W ∈ AIO ⊗ BIO
is a valid bipartite causally separable process matrix if
and only if it can be decomposed as
W = W(A,B) +W(B,A) (20)
where, for each permutation (X,Y ) of the two parties A
and B,W(X,Y ) is a positive semidefinite matrix satisfying
[1−XO]YIOW(X,Y ) = 0, [1−YO]W(X,Y ) = 0 (21)
(i.e., W(X,Y ) is a valid process matrix compatible with the
causal order X ≺ Y ).
Note that, in contrast to Eq. (3) in Definition 1,
we did not write the weights q and 1 − q explicitly in
Eq. (20). Instead, for convenience and consistency with
the characterisations of tripartite and N -partite causally
separable processes which will follow, we decomposed
W in terms of nonnormalised process matrices, writing
W(A,B) = qW
A≺B and W(B,A) = (1−q)WB≺A.
As we discussed in Sec. III, the tripartite case of causal
separability was already studied by Oreshkov and Giar-
matzi under the name “extensible causal separability” in
Ref. [17]. In their Proposition 3.3 they provided a char-
acterisation of tripartite (extensible) causal separability,
albeit describing the constraints in a different way. In
our approach, this characterisation can be expressed as
follows:
Proposition 3 (Characterisation of tripartite causally separable process matrices). A matrix W ∈ AIO⊗BIO⊗CIO
is a valid tripartite causally separable process matrix (as per Definition 5) if and only if it can be decomposed as
W = W(A) + W(B) + W(C)
=
︷ ︸︸ ︷
W(A,B,C) +W(A,C,B) +
︷ ︸︸ ︷
W(B,A,C) +W(B,C,A) +
︷ ︸︸ ︷
W(C,A,B) +W(C,B,A)
(22)
where, for each permutation of the three parties (X,Y, Z), W(X,Y,Z) and W(X) := W(X,Y,Z) + W(X,Z,Y ) are positive
semidefinite matrices satisfying
[1−XO]YIOZIOW(X) = 0 , (23)
[1−YO]ZIOW(X,Y,Z) = 0 , [1−ZO]W(X,Y,Z) = 0 . (24)
The proof of this characterisation was sketched in
Ref. [17] using a somewhat different terminology to what
we employ; in particular, they express causal constraints
in terms of restrictions of what terms are “allowed” in
a Hilbert-Schmidt basis decomposition of a matrix (see
Appendix A4). We give a more detailed proof in Ap-
pendix B 1 b, which is again based on a “teleportation
technique” (cf. Lemma B1 in Appendix B), similar in
spirit to the one briefly sketched in Sec. III C.
Let us break down and analyse the terms appearing in
the decomposition (22) to understand better this charac-
terisation.
From the constraints in Eq. (24) it follows that,
that for each party X, the matrix W(X)(= W(X,Y,Z) +
W(X,Z,Y )) satisfies [1−YO]ZIOW(X) = [1−ZO]YIOW(X) =
[1−YO][1−ZO]W(X) = 0. Together with Eq. (23) and
the fact that W(X) is positive semidefinite, this implies
that W(X) is a valid tripartite process matrix compatible
with party X acting first (since it satisfies Eq. (18) for
Ak = X). W is thus decomposed in Eq. (22) as a sum of
3 valid process matrices, which ensures in particular that
it is itself a valid process matrix.
On the other hand, the matrices W(X,Y,Z) in the de-
composition (22) are not necessarily valid process ma-
trices. Nevertheless, the constraints (24) imply that
whatever the CP map MX applied by the first party
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X, the conditional process matrix (W(X,Y,Z))|MX :=
TrX [MX ⊗ 1Y Z · W(X,Y,Z)] is a valid bipartite process
matrix, compatible with the causal order Y ≺ Z (in-
deed, it satisfies Eq. (19) for this causal order: e.g.,
[1−YO]ZIO [(W(X,Y,Z))|MX ] = ([1−YO]ZIOW(X,Y,Z))|MX =
0).
The fact that the matrices W(X,Y,Z) are not necessar-
ily valid process matrices, and thus that Eq. (22) does
not simply decompose W into a combination of process
matrices compatible with fixed causal orders, is a con-
sequence of the possibility of dynamical (but still well-
defined, albeit not fixed) causal orders (recall the discus-
sion at the end of Sec. II C). In Sec. IVE we will consider
in more detail a concrete example of a process matrix
allowing for such dynamical causal orders.
C. General multipartite causally (non)separable
process matrices
As we will see below, it is possible to generalise the
decomposition of Proposition 3 to the case of N -partite
causal separability. While the generalisation clearly pro-
vides a sufficient condition for causal separability, it turns
out that the proof that it is also a necessary condition
does not readily generalise. Indeed, the proof for the tri-
partite case in Appendix B 1 b relies on the fact that each
termW(X) in Eq. (22) is the sum of only two “base” terms,
something that is not true in the natural generalisation
of this decomposition. (To understand this better, we
encourage the interested reader to look at the subtleties
of that proof.)
For the general multipartite case, we therefore provide
the following, separate, necessary and sufficient condi-
tions. Since these arise from different considerations,
we will present and discuss these individually. Indeed,
although these coincide in the bipartite and tripartite
cases, it remains an open question whether this is the
case in general (or if one is both necessary and sufficient
but not the other, or if neither are).
1. Necessary condition
The necessary condition we present here is based on
the teleportation technique and is a generalisation of the
use of this approach in the proof of the tripartite charac-
terisation. The teleportation technique is more formally
described in Lemma B1 in Appendix B, but we briefly
outline how it leads to the necessary condition to help
understand the condition itself. The idea is to consider,
in Eq. (13) of Definition 5, a specific shared incoming
ancillary state, as well as specific operations Mk applied
by the parties Ak, for which there is a straightforward
relation between the forms of the respective N -partite
process matrices in which Ak acts first, and the cor-
responding (N−1)-partite conditional process matrices
that we obtain after Ak has operated. As the latter are
by definition causally separable (and satisfy thus the nec-
essary conditions for (N−1)-partite causal separability),
this allows us to infer necessary conditions for the causal
separability of the original N -partite process matrix.
More precisely, we provide, as ancillary incoming sys-
tems, a maximally entangled state between every pair
of parties, defining an overall ancillary state ρ. If W
is a causally separable process matrix, then, by defini-
tion, W ⊗ ρ can be decomposed into a sum of process
matrices W ρ(k) compatible with a given party Ak acting
first (cf. Eq. (13) in Definition 5); furthermore, as ρ is
pure, one can write W ρ(k) = W(k) ⊗ ρ with W(k) itself
being compatible with Ak first. For each such process
matrix W(k) the party Ak can then “teleport” the part
of W(k) on their systems AkIO to another party Ak′ by
applying an appropriate CP map Mk. The effect is that
the resulting (N−1)-partite conditional process matrix
(W ρ(k))|Mk formally has the same form as W(k) (tensored
with what is left over of the, now reduced, ancillary state
ρ), except that the systems AkIO are instead attributed
(“teleported”) to the ancillary incoming system Ak
′
I′ of
Ak′ . From the definition of causal separability, (W
ρ
(k))|Mk
must itself be causally separable, so the necessary con-
dition can be recursively applied to this (N−1)-partite
process matrix until the base case of N = 3, given by
Proposition 3, is reached.
We give the full details of the proof of the necessary
condition in Appendix B 2 a. However, in order to state
more formally the condition itself, let us introduce the
following notation. For a given matrix W ∈ ANIO, we de-
note byWA
k
IO→Ak
′
I′ ∈ AN\kIO ⊗Ak
′
I′ the same matrix, where
the systems AkIO are attributed to some other system A
k′
I′
(of the same dimension as AkIO). More formally,
WA
k
IO→Ak
′
I′ :=
∑
i,j
Trk
[|i〉〈j|AkIO⊗ 1N\k ·W ]⊗ |j〉〈i|Ak′I′,
(25)
where {|i〉} is an orthonormal basis of HAkI ⊗HAkO .
We then obtain the following recursive necessary con-
dition:
Proposition 4 (Necessary condition for general multi-
partite causal separability). An N -partite causally sepa-
rable process matrix W ∈ ANIO (as per Definition 5) must
necessarily have a decomposition of the form
W =
∑
k∈N
W(k) (26)
where each W(k) is a valid process matrix compatible with
party Ak acting first, and such that for each k′ 6= k,
W
AkIO→Ak
′
I′
(k) is an (N−1)-partite causally separable pro-
cess matrix.
Hence, any constraints satisfied by (N−1)-partite
causally separable process matrices must also be satisfied
byW(k) after re-attributing the system Ak
′
I′ back to A
k
IO—
i.e., after formally replacing Ak
′
I by A
k′
I A
k′
I′ and then A
k′
I′
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by AkIO in the constraints written using the notation de-
fined in Eq. (14).
The decomposition of Eq. (26) follows from that of
Eq. (13) in our definition of causal separability, for the
appropriate choice of ancillary state and CP maps, as
described above (see Appendix B 2 a).
To further clarify this condition, let us illustrate, in
the fourpartite case (with parties A,B,C,D), how one
can use it to obtain explicit constraints on causally sep-
arable process matrices. Proposition 4 implies that a
fourpartite causally separable process matrix W must be
decomposable as
W = W(A) +W(B) +W(C) +W(D), (27)
with each W(X) (for X = A,B,C,D) being a valid pro-
cess matrix compatible with party X acting first—hence
satisfying Eq. (18) for Ak = X.7 For each X and ev-
ery other party Y 6= X, the recursive constraint that
W
XIO→YI′
(X) is a tripartite causally separable process ma-
trix further implies, according to Proposition 3 (for the
3 parties Y,Z, T 6= X) and after re-attributing the sys-
tem YI′ to XIO (i.e., replacing YIO by YI′YIO and then
YI′ by XIO in the constraints), that there must exist a
decomposition of W(X) of the form8
W(X) =W
[X→Y ]
(X,Y ) +W
[X→Y ]
(X,Z) +W
[X→Y ]
(X,T )
=W
[X→Y ]
(X,Y,Z,T ) +W
[X→Y ]
(X,Y,T,Z) +W
[X→Y ]
(X,Z,Y,T )
+W
[X→Y ]
(X,Z,T,Y ) +W
[X→Y ]
(X,T,Y,Z) +W
[X→Y ]
(X,T,Z,Y ) (28)
where each term appearing in the decomposition is pos-
itive semidefinite, W
[X→Y ]
(X,Y ) = W
[X→Y ]
(X,Y,Z,T ) + W
[X→Y ]
(X,Y,T,Z),
etc., and with (for all X 6= Y 6= Z 6= T )
[1−YO]ZIOTIOW
[X→Y ]
(X,Y ) = [1−ZO]XIOYIOTIOW
[X→Y ]
(X,Z) = 0,
[1−ZO]TIOW
[X→Y ]
(X,Y,Z,T ) = [1−TO]W
[X→Y ]
(X,Y,Z,T ) = 0,
[1−YO]TIOW
[X→Y ]
(X,Z,Y,T ) = [1−TO]W
[X→Y ]
(X,Z,Y,T ) = 0,
[1−TO]XIOYIOW
[X→Y ]
(X,Z,T,Y ) = [1−YO]W
[X→Y ]
(X,Z,T,Y ) = 0. (29)
Finally, we remark that the constraints obtained by
considering teleporting each party X’s system to just a
single other party Y (i.e., by just demanding the exis-
tence of a decomposition of the above form for some other
7 Note that the existence, for all Y , of a decomposition of the
form of Eq. (28) satisfying Eq. (29) implies all the constraints of
Eq. (18), except for the third line (i.e., [1−XO ]YIOZIOTIOW =
0).
8 Here the superscripts [X → Y ] are simply labels to indicate that,
for each matrix W(X), there are potentially different decomposi-
tions of the form (28) for each Y 6= X. (The sufficient condition
below will in fact precisely be obtained by assuming that these
decompositions do not depend on Y .)
party Y , rather than for all other parties Y 6= X) yields
conditions that are still necessary for the causal separa-
bility of W , but which are generally weaker than those
given in Proposition 4. Indeed, in Appendix F 1 we give
an example of a fourpartite process matrix which satisfies
those weaker conditions but not all of those given above.
2. Sufficient condition
A sufficient condition for causal separability can be
obtained by considering a stricter form of the recursive
decomposition (26) in Proposition 4. In particular, we
demand that W has a decomposition into W(k) com-
patible with Ak acting first and such that each W(k) it-
self recursively satisfies the sufficient constraints for an
(N−1)-partite process matrix without AkIO being traced
out. One can easily verify that the decomposition (22) in
the tripartite case is a generalisation of this kind from the
bipartite case. In the fourpartite case described explicitly
above, this means that for each party X there should be
a single decomposition of the form (28) (i.e., no longer
dependent on Y ) such that the constraints (29) are satis-
fied without tracing out XIO on the first and fourth lines.
The fact that, unlike in the necessary conditions, we only
consider a single (recursive) decomposition of each W(k)
means that we can give a more explicit formulation for
the sufficient condition.
Before stating the sufficient condition, let us introduce
some more notations. Let Π denote the set of permu-
tations (generically denoted by pi) of N . For an or-
dered subset (k1, . . . , kn) of N with n elements (with
1 ≤ n ≤ N , ki 6= kj for i 6= j), let Π(k1,...,kn) be the set
of permutations of N for which the element k1 is first,
k2 is second, . . ., and kn is nth—i.e., Π(k1,...,kn) = {pi ∈
Π | pi(1) = k1, . . . , pi(n) = kn}. With these notations,
we have the following sufficient condition, that directly
generalises the decomposition of Proposition 3.
Proposition 5 (Sufficient condition for general multi-
partite causal separability). If a matrix W ∈ ANIO can be
decomposed as a sum of N ! positive semidefinite opera-
tors Wpi ≥ 0 in the form
W =
∑
pi∈Π
Wpi, (30)
such that for any ordered subset of parties (k1, . . . , kn) of
N (with 1 ≤ n ≤ N , ki 6= kj for i 6= j), the partial sum
W(k1,...,kn) :=
∑
pi∈Π(k1,...,kn)
Wpi (31)
satisfies
[1−AknO ]A
N\{k1,...,kn}
IO
W(k1,...,kn) = 0, (32)
then W is a valid causally separable process matrix (as
per Definition 5).
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This decomposition was also suggested independently
by Oreshkov as a possible generalisation of Proposi-
tion 3 [32] (although following the approach of Refs. [2,
17], Oreshkov expressed it differently, namely in terms of
allowed terms in a Hilbert-Schmidt basis decomposition
of the matrices W(k1,...,kn); cf. Appendix A 4). The proof
that the condition above is indeed sufficient is given in
Appendix B 2 b. In order to understand it better, it is
nonetheless worth discussing the form of the decompo-
sition and the terms appearing within in a little more
detail.
Firstly, note that one can easily show by induction
(see Appendix B 2 b), that if Eq. (32) is satisfied for all
(k1, . . . , kn), then one also has, for all (k1, . . . , kn) with
1 ≤ n < N , that
∀ X ⊆ N\{k1, . . . , kn},X 6= ∅,∏
i∈X [1−AiO]A
N\{k1,...,kn}\X
IO
W(k1,...,kn) = 0. (33)
Note also that since all Wpi ≥ 0, all W(k1,...,kn) ≥ 0 as
well.
For n = 1, Eqs. (32) and (33) imply that each matrix
W(k1) (≥ 0) is a valid process matrix compatible with
party Ak1 acting first; indeed, Eq. (18) is satisfied for
Ak = Ak1 . As W =
∑
k1
W(k1) according to Eqs. (30)–
(31), this ensures in particular that W is indeed a valid
process matrix.
Note, however, that in general the matrices W(k1,...,kn)
for n > 1 are not valid processes matrices compat-
ible with the causal order Ak1 ≺ · · · ≺ Akn . In-
deed, as we already observed in the tripartite case,
W(k1,...,kn) may not generally be a valid process ma-
trix at all. Nevertheless, comparing with Eq. (18),
one can see that Eqs. (32) and (33) imply that what-
ever the CP maps Mk1 , . . . ,Mkn−1 applied by the
n−1 parties Ak1 , . . . , Akn−1 , the conditional matrix
(W(k1,...,kn))|Mk1⊗···⊗Mkn−1 := Trk1,...,kn−1 [Mk1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
Mkn−1⊗1N\{k1,...,kn−1} ·W(k1,...,kn)] is a valid (N−n+1)-
partite process matrix, compatible with party Akn acting
first.
As we have noted already, the condition of Proposi-
tion 5 coincides, in the bipartite and tripartite cases, with
those given in Propositions 2 and 3, respectively. Indeed,
for these cases, the necessary and sufficient conditions
given here coincided. For four-or-more parties it remains
an open question whether this is also the case. We per-
formed several numerical searches for process matrices
satisfying the necessary but not sufficient conditions (see
Appendix F 2) and failed to find any such examples, al-
though the complexity of the numerical searches means
that we caution against interpreting this as evidence that
the conditions coincide in general. In Appendix B 3, how-
ever, we show that they do coincide in the specific four-
partite case with dDO = 1. This is a rather restricted
scenario (where any process matrix is compatible with
D acting last), but nonetheless includes cases of interest
such as the fourpartite variant of the quantum switch we
discuss at the end of this section.
Finally, we note that the decomposition in Proposi-
tion 5 has consequences beyond the definition of causal
separability meriting additional interest: as we show else-
where [33], it characterises precisely (i.e., providing a nec-
essary and sufficient condition for) quantum circuits with
classical control of causal order.
D. Witnesses of causal nonseparability
While the previous characterisations provide mathe-
matical descriptions of causally (non)separable process
matrices, an important problem is the ability to detect
and certify causal nonseparability in practice. One ap-
proach that has been explored extensively is to show the
violation of causal inequalities [2, 16, 22, 34, 35], which
is indeed only possible (within the process matrix for-
malism) with causally nonseparable process matrices (see
Appendix E), and provides a device-independent certifi-
cate of noncausality. However, certain causally nonsep-
arable process matrices are known not to violate any
such inequalities—this is, e.g., the case for the quantum
switch [14, 17].
Another approach, first introduced in Ref. [14] for the
bipartite and restricted tripartite scenarios, and further
studied in Ref. [15], is to construct witnesses of causal
nonseparability—or “causal witnesses” for short. Here,
we outline this approach before describing how the con-
ditions given in the previous subsections allow us to con-
struct causal witnesses for general multipartite scenar-
ios. This will permit a full analysis of the examples in
the following section, as well as the verification of cer-
tain results already claimed in previous sections. While
the overall approach of causal witnesses—and their for-
mulation as efficiently solvable semidefinite programming
(SDP) problems—in the general case mirrors that of the
specific scenarios previously studied [14, 15], the valid-
ity of the generalisation rests on certain technical details
which we prove in Appendix G.
A causal witness is defined as a Hermitian operator S
such that
Tr[S ·W sep] ≥ 0 (34)
for all W sep ∈ Wsep, where Wsep ⊂ W is the set of
causally separable process matrices. For any causally
nonseparable W ns, it is known that there exists a causal
witness S such that Tr[S ·W ns] < 0 [14, 15]. Given a pro-
cess, a causal witness S can be “measured” by having each
party implement suitably chosen operations or measure-
ments, providing a now device-dependent test of causal
nonseparability. This approach has been used, e.g., to
verify experimentally the causal nonseparability of two
different implementations of the quantum switch [25, 27].
Propositions 2, 3, 4 and 5 allow for the character-
isation of the convex cone Wsep of causally separable
processes—or, for the latter two propositions, outer and
inner approximations Wsep+ and Wsep− thereof—in terms
of Minkowski sums and intersections of linear subspaces
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and of the cone of positive semidefinite operators P. The
set of causal witnesses is then precisely the dual cone
of Wsep, S = (Wsep)∗ [14, 15]. A characterisation of
S can, in general, be obtained from the description of
Wsep by using the following duality relations for any two
nonempty closed convex cones C1 and C2 [36]:
(C1 + C2)∗ = C∗1 ∩ C∗2 , (C1 ∩ C2)∗ = C∗1 + C∗2 (35)
(where C1 + C2 = {c1 + c2 | c1 ∈ C1, c2 ∈ C2} is the
Minkowski sum of the two cones C1 and C2; note that all
the cones we shall consider will be nonempty, closed and
convex).
Since these cones are convex, the construction of causal
witnesses (or of explicit decompositions of causally sepa-
rable process matrices) can be efficiently performed with
SDP, as first described in Ref. [14]; we will follow here
the slightly different approach of [15]. The question of
whether a given W is causally separable can be refor-
mulated as the optimisation problem of how much white
noise can be added to a process matrix before it becomes
causally separable. Let 1◦ = 1A
N
IO/
∏
k∈N dAkI be the
“white noise” process matrix (which corresponds to each
each party just receiving a fully mixed state 1A
k
I /dAkI ,
and is causally separable), and consider the noisy pro-
cess matrix
W (r) =
1
1 + r
(W + r1◦). (36)
Since the normalisation is irrelevant to membership of
Wsep, determining whether W is causally separable can
be thus phrased as the SDP optimisation problem
min r
s.t. W + r1◦ ∈ Wsep, (37)
which can be efficiently solved using standard software by
writing Wsep in terms of SDP constraints (see [15], the
examples below and Appendix G for further details). The
solution to this problem, r∗, gives the random robustness
max(r∗, 0) of W , and a value r∗ > 0 implies that W is
causally nonseparable [14, 15].
Eq. (37) is known as the primal problem, and is related
to the dual problem
min Tr[S ·W ]
s.t. S ∈ S and Tr[S · 1◦] = 1, (38)
defined over the dual cone S of Wsep [14, 15]. The opti-
mal solution S∗ is a witness of the causal nonseparability
of W whenever Tr[S∗ · W ] < 0. The Strong Duality
Theorem for SDP problems moreover relates these two
problems, stating that their solutions satisfy
r∗ = −Tr[S∗ ·W ]. (39)
In Appendix G we show that (38) is indeed the dual
of (37) and that the Strong Duality Theorem is indeed
applicable for arbitrary scenarios, as well as giving some
further details. This implies in particular that the wit-
ness S∗ thus obtained is optimal when W is subject to
white noise, in the sense that it witnesses the causal non-
separability of all noisy process matricesW (r) with r suf-
ficiently small (r < r∗) so as for W (r) to remain causally
nonseparable.
For more than 3 parties, the witnesses in the set
S+ = (Wsep+ )∗ obtained from the cone Wsep+ ⊇ Wsep
arising from the necessary condition of Proposition 4 are
also valid witnesses of Wsep since S+ ⊆ S. On the
other hand, by solving the primal SDP problem over
the cone Wsep− arising from the sufficient condition in
Proposition 5, one can show the causal separability of
any W ∈ Wsep− ⊆ W sep (through the construction of an
explicit causally separable decomposition for W of the
form given in Proposition 5). Recalling the claim that
such process matrices correspond precisely to quantum
circuits with classical control of orders [33], the dual cone
S− is thus the set of “witnesses for no classical control of
causal order” (which can thus be found by solving the
dual SDP problem).
In Appendix G we give some concrete characterisations
of the conesWsep and S for different scenarios in terms of
SDP constraints, and which are relevant for the examples
that we shall now give in the following section.
E. Examples
In the bipartite scenario and restricted tripartite sce-
nario in which C has no outgoing system, several exam-
ples of causally nonseparable process matrices have pre-
viously been formulated and studied in detail [2, 14, 17].
The characterisations of the cones of causal witnesses
that we give in Appendix G2 for these bipartite and re-
stricted tripartite scenarios (see Eqs. (G3) and (G5)) are
equivalent to those given in Refs. [14, 15], and can read-
ily be used to verify the causal nonseparability of these
examples, following the approach just outlined.
As mentioned already in Sec. IIIA, the quantum switch
is a particularly interesting example of a causally nonsep-
arable process matrix in the second of these scenarios. In
that same scenario we have in fact also already looked at
another explicit example: the process matrix W act. (10)
introduced in Sec. III C to show the “activation of causal
nonseparability” under OG’s definition of causal separa-
bility. An explicit witness from the cone (G5) is given
in Appendix C, Eq. (C2), which could thus have been
equally well found with the approach of Refs. [14, 15].
Another example of “activation of causal nonseparabil-
ity” under OG’s terminology was given in Ref. [17] in the
different tripartite case in which one party, say now A,
has only a nontrivial outgoing system, and can thus al-
ways be seen as acting first. A witness for this example
can be found by solving the dual SDP problem (38) us-
ing now the cone of witnesses (G7) corresponding to this
restricted tripartite scenario.
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Of more novel interest is the fourpartite scenario, in
which causal separability has not previously been char-
acterised. A particularly interesting and simple example
here is a fourpartite version of the quantum switch, in
which a party A(lice) has no incoming system (dAI = 1)
and always acts first, while another party D(orothy) has
no outgoing system (dDO = 1) and always acts last. Let
us describe more precisely this version of the quantum
switch.
The switch is composed of two qubits: a control qubit
and a target qubit. Initially, Alice prepares the control
qubit in some state of her choosing (in general as a func-
tion of her input x). (Note that it is here that the four-
partite switch described here differs from the tripartite
one, where the control qubit is in a fixed superposition.)
The target qubit, initially prepared (externally to the 4
parties) in some state |ψ〉, is then sent to Bob and Char-
lie, who act in an order that depends on the state of
the control qubit: if it is |0〉 then Bob acts before Char-
lie (B ≺ C), while if it is |1〉 then Charlie acts before
Bob (C ≺ B). If it is in a superposition, then Bob and
Charlie can instead be seen to act in a superposition of
different orders. Finally, both qubits are sent to Dorothy
who can perform a measurement on them (for simplicity,
we will consider that D simply ignores the target qubit
and thus will trace it out, as this will not change the dis-
cussion that follows).9 Labelling the relevant incoming
and outgoing systems (where the superscripts indicate
control and target qubits) AcO, B
t
I , B
t
O, C
t
I , C
t
O, D
t
I , D
c
I ,
the process matrix for the quantum switch can be writ-
ten [14, 17, 29]
W switch = TrDtI |w〉〈w| with
|w〉 = |0〉AcO |ψ〉BtI |1〉〉BtOCtI |1〉〉CtODtI |0〉DcI
+ |1〉AcO |ψ〉CtI |1〉〉CtOBtI |1〉〉BtODtI |1〉DcI , (40)
9 We note that the quantum switch was also described as a four-
partite process in Ref. [25], with one party acting first, and one
acting last. However, in that reference the first party was con-
trolling the target qubit, rather than the control qubit as we
consider here. In that case (with the first party controlling the
target qubit), the random robustness is increased to 2.767. One
could also have here a first party that controls both the target
and control qubits (as in Ref. [29]), which further increases the
tolerable white noise to 4.686; for simplicity we do not consider
this possibility, as our goal here is just to illustrate the role of
the control qubit.
Note also that Rubino et al. [25] used yet another definition
of causal nonseparability, different from the ones discussed in
Sec. III, which did not allow for dynamical causal orders. As
argued before and discussed in Refs. [17, 22], such a definition is
however too restrictive to really characterise processes that are
compatible with a well-defined causal order, as one would like
the notion of causal separability to do. Nevertheless, it turns
out that the witness constructed and experimentally tested in
Ref. [25] is not only a witness for fixed (nondynamical) causal
orders, but also witnesses causal nonseparability as per our Def-
inition 5.
where |1〉〉 := |0〉|0〉 + |1〉|1〉 is the pure CJ representa-
tion (in the computational basis {|0〉 , |1〉}) of an identity
qubit channel. Note that, while Alice has control over
the causal order of the other parties, this switch differs
from a classical dynamical control of causal order in that
she has coherent quantum control over the control qubit
(and thus the causal orders).
In this particular restricted fourpartite scenario, our
necessary and sufficient conditions for the causal sep-
arability of a process matrix W coincide and reduce
to the existence of a decomposition of the form W =
W(A,B,C,D) +W(A,C,B,D) with W(A,B,C,D),W(A,C,B,D) ≥
0 (which need not be valid process matrices) satis-
fying [1−BO]CIODIW(A,B,C,D) = [1−CO]DIW(A,B,C,D) =
[1−CO]BIODIW(A,C,B,D) = [1−BO]DIW(A,C,B,D) = 0 (and
with [1−AO]BIOCIODIW = 0 to ensure, with the previous
constraints, that W is valid); see Proposition B7 in Ap-
pendix B 3. These conditions thus characterise precisely
the cone Wsep in the scenario considered here, and the
dual cone of causal witnesses S is then readily obtainable
(see Eq. (G11) for the explicit characterisation).
The causal nonseparability of W switch can thus be ver-
ified by solving the dual SDP problem (38) and thereby
obtaining a witness of its causal nonseparability. Doing
so, we find that (up to numerical precision) the random
robustness of W switch of 2.343 (note that this does not
depend on the choice of initial state of the target qubit,
so in solving the SDP problem numerically we can take,
e.g., |ψ〉 = |0〉). In experimental efforts to measure a
witness and verify the causal nonseparability of a pro-
cess matrix, one may only have access to a restricted set
of operations for the parties. Many natural such con-
straints can also be imposed as SDP constraints, as de-
scribed in Ref. [15], allowing one to find implementable
causal witnesses. A particularly natural such constraint
is to restrict B and C’s operations to unitary operations
(as in the experimental implementation of the tripartite
switch in Refs. [24, 27]); we find that the tolerable white
noise on W switch to witness its causal nonseparability is
reduced, under such a restriction, to 0.746.
It is important to note that if we trace out the last
party fromW switch (i.e., DcI in addition toD
t
I), we obtain
TrDW
switch = |0〉〈0|AcO |ψ〉〈ψ|BtI |1〉〉〈〈1|BtOCtI 1CtO
+ |1〉〈1|AcO |ψ〉〈ψ|CtI |1〉〉〈〈1|CtOBtI 1BtO , (41)
which is causally separable since it is of the form of
Eq. (22) with just the first two terms being nonzero:
TrDW
switch = W(A) = W(A,B,C) + W(A,C,B), with
W(A,B,C),W(A,C,B) (defined as the first and second terms
in Eq. (41) above, respectively) and W(A) satisfying
the constraints of Eqs. (23)–(24). This was also the
case with the original tripartite version of the quantum
switch (in which the control qubit is in the fixed state
1√
2
(|0〉 + |1〉)). There, one is left with a simple prob-
abilistic mixture of channels in two different directions
after tracing out the last party [14, 17]. In contrast here,
Eq. (41) is not compatible with any probabilistic mixture
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of fixed causal orders: indeed,W(A,B,C) andW(A,C,B) are
not valid process matrices, as [1−AO]BIOCIOW(A,B,C) =
− [1−AO]BIOCIOW(A,C,B) 6= 0 (these terms cancel in the
sumW(A,B,C) +W(A,C,B), so that [1−AO]BIOCIOW(A) = 0
as required for W(A) to be a valid process matrix).
Rather, TrDW switch is a “classical switch” in which A
can incoherently control the causal order between B and
C, which thus allows for dynamical causal orders.
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper we studied the question of how to gen-
eralise the concept of causal (non)separability to the
multipartite case. We reviewed several definitions that
had been proposed for multipartite scenarios in previ-
ous works, namely the definition of causal separability
introduced by Araújo et al. [14] for a particular tripar-
tite situation, and Oreshkov and Giarmatzi’s definitions
of causal separability (CS) and extensible causal separa-
bility (ECS) [17] for the general multipartite case. We
established the equivalence between Araújo et al.’s (re-
stricted) definition of causal separability and Oreshkov
and Giarmatzi’s definition of ECS in the particular tri-
partite situation considered by Araújo et al., thus linking
two a priori different definitions for that case. Moreover,
by showing that ECS and CS are different in that sce-
nario, we found that the two definitions of causal sepa-
rability proposed by Araújo et al. [14] and by Oreshkov
and Giarmatzi [17] were inconsistent, a problem that thus
needed to be addressed.
We proposed a new general definition of N -partite
causal nonseparability, similar in spirit to the recur-
sive definitions that have been proposed for multipartite
causal correlations [17, 22], and more consistent with the
fact that the process matrix framework always allows for
parties to share additional ancillary systems. Our defi-
nition thus avoids some unwanted features of the defini-
tion of CS in Ref. [17], such as the “activation” of causal
nonseparability by shared entanglement. Moreover, we
showed that our definition, although a priori different,
in fact reduces to the notion of ECS proposed in [17],
which also reduces to the definition of Araújo et al. [14]
in the particular restricted scenario considered there.
We then focused on characterising causally separable
process matrices, giving (in the general multipartite case)
two conditions—one necessary and one sufficient (Propo-
sitions 4 and 5, respectively)—for a given process matrix
to be causally separable. These conditions allowed us to
characterise the corresponding sets of process matrices
through SDP constraints, and to generalise the tool of
witnesses for causal nonseparability to the multipartite
case. In the bipartite and tripartite cases, our necessary
and sufficient conditions coincide and reduce to those pre-
viously described [2, 14, 17]. The principal open question
raised by this work is whether this also holds in the gen-
eral N -partite case with N ≥ 4, or whether one of the
two is both necessary and sufficient (or if one could de-
rive yet another distinct condition, that would we both
necessary and sufficient).
As we show elsewhere, our sufficient condition charac-
terises precisely the processes that can be realised as a
quantum circuit with classical control of causal order [33].
If that condition is in fact also necessary, this would
thus confirm the conjecture of Oreshkov and Giarmatzi,
that causally separable process matrices (or “extensibly
causally separable processes” using their terminology) are
those realisable by such “classically controlled quantum
circuits” [17]. This would provide more solid founding
for our understanding of the notion of causal separabil-
ity, which would then indeed correspond to our intuition
(quantum circuits with possibly dynamical causal orders
that are classically controlled). Furthermore, the proof
in Ref. [33] would also provide a general explicit con-
struction to realise any given causally separable process
matrix in practice.
However, the forms of our necessary and sufficient con-
dition, and the fact that the proof for the necessity of
the conditions in the tripartite case does not generalise
straightforwardly to more parties, indeed leave open the
possibility that our sufficient condition may turn out to
not be necessary. If this is the case, it would mean that
there exist causally separable process matrices that are
not realisable as classically controlled quantum circuits—
and which we would not currently know how to realise
experimentally. It would certainly be interesting to un-
derstand what kind of situations such process matrices
correspond to—and if (and how) they can be realised
quantum mechanically. This question is reminiscent of
the open problem of whether process matrices that allow
for the violation of causal inequalities are realisable with
“standard” quantum mechanics. Here the question would
concern even less extreme situations: causally separable
process matrices.
Another question that arises naturally in the multipar-
tite case is whether a given phenomenon is genuinely mul-
tipartite, in the sense that its occurrence truly requires
the coordinated action of a certain number of parties. It
would be important for our understanding of multipartite
process matrices to define a notion of “genuinely multi-
partite causal nonseparability”, similar to the concept of
“genuinely multipartite noncausality” for correlations [35]
and analogous to the notions of genuinely multipartite
entanglement [37] and nonlocality [38–40]. It would then
also be interesting to study whether the definition can
be refined to give a hierarchy of degrees of causal non-
separability, similar to the approach in Ref. [35] for cor-
relations, and whether the characterisation of the corre-
sponding process matrices and the construction of “wit-
nesses of genuinely multipartite causal nonseparability”
are still possible with SDP techniques. These questions
are left for further research.
Finally, our clarification of the definition of causal sep-
arability in the N -partite scenario, as well as characteri-
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sations of causally separable process matrices, should be
helpful in the study of causal nonseparability as a compu-
tational and information processing resource [4–13]. In-
deed, since multipartite scenarios offer significantly richer
structure, understanding these scenarios is a prerequisite
to grasping the full possibilities of causal indefiniteness
as a resource, and an important step towards developing
a resource theory of noncausality [41, 42].
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Appendix A: Characterisation of process matrices
In this first appendix we show how the valid process
matrices, as well as those compatible with a given causal
order, can be characterised. We then discuss some prop-
erties of process matrices, and alternative characterisa-
tions.
Recall that in the construction of the process matrix
framework (as in Sec. IIA), the Choi-Jamiołkowski (CJ)
isomorphism [20, 21] is used to represent the parties’ op-
erations. Different versions of the CJ isomorphism exist;
following Ref. [2], one may for instance define the CJ
representation of a linear mapM : AI → AO as
M := [I ⊗M(|1〉〉〈〈1|)]T
=
[ ∑
m,m′
|m〉〈m′| ⊗M(|m〉〈m′|)
]T
∈ AI ⊗AO, (A1)
where I is the identity channel, {|m〉}m is a fixed or-
thonormal basis of HAI , |1〉〉 := ∑m |m〉 ⊗ |m〉, and
T denotes transposition in the chosen basis {|m〉}m of
HAI and some fixed basis of HAO . From its CJ rep-
resentation M it is easy to recover the map M, using
M(ρ) = [TrAI [M · ρ ⊗ 1AO ]]T; see for instance Ap-
pendix A in Ref. [14] for more details. Referring to this
isomorphism, in the following we always identify linear
maps with their CJ representation; recall in particular
that a linear map is completely positive if and only if its
CJ representation is positive semidefinite, and it is trace
preserving if and only if its CJ representation satisfies
TrAO M = 1
AI .
1. Valid process matrices
A given matrix W ∈ ANIO defines a valid N -partite
process matrix if and only if it generates nonnegative
and normalised probabilities P (~a|~x) through the gener-
alised Born rule of Eq. (4)—including in the case where
an ancillary quantum state ρ in some extension ANI′ of
the parties’ incoming spaces is attached to W (and thus
shared among the N parties), and the parties’ opera-
tions are allowed to act on their joint incoming systems
AkII′ := A
k
I ⊗AkI′ .
The constraint that the probabilities in Eq. (4) are
nonnegative for any set of CP maps—i.e., any positive
semidefinite matrices MA
k
IO
ak|xk—and that this remains the
case when attaching any ancillary quantum state ρ ∈ ANI′
(and for any MA
k
II′O
ak|xk ≥ 0), translates into the constraint
that W must be positive semidefinite [2, 14].
As for normalisation, the constraint is that Eq. (4)
must give a total probability equal to 1 for any set
of CPTP maps—i.e., any positive semidefinite matri-
ces MA
k
IO
xk satisfying AkOM
AkIO
xk =
1
d
Ak
O
, using the “trace-
out-and-replace” notation X · defined in Eq. (14). It is
easy to see that the constraint of positive semidefinite-
ness does not play any role here; furthermore, note that
for any matrix M ∈ AIO, M ′ := 1dAO + [1−AO]M sat-
isfies AOM ′ =
1
dAO
and that any M ∈ AIO satisfying
AOM =
1
dAO
is of the form M = 1dAO + [1−AO]M . The
normalisation constraint thus translates into the con-
straint that
Tr
[
( 1d
A1
O
+ [1−A1O]M1)⊗· · ·⊗( 1dAN
O
+ [1−ANO ]MN ) ·W
]
= 1
(A2)
for any set of matrices M1 ∈ A1IO, . . . , MN ∈ ANIO.
Expanding this constraint, and using the fact that the
map [1−AkO]· is self adjoint with respect to the trace
(Hilbert–Schmidt) inner product (i.e., Tr[[1−AkO]M ·W ] =
Tr[M · [1−AkO]W ]), one finds that this is equivalent to
TrW =
∏
k∈N dAkO and (A3)
∀ X ⊆ N ,X 6= ∅, ∏
i∈X [1−AiO] TrN\X W = 0. (A4)
Note that for simplicity we did not explicitly attach an
ancillary state ρ to W here; doing so would have led to
the same conclusion. Full details for this whole argument
can be found in Appendix B of Ref. [14].
We shall in general ignore the normalisation con-
straint (A3) when talking about valid process matrices.
The 2N − 1 linear constraints of Eq. (A4) define a lin-
ear subspace of ANIO, which we denote by LN , the sub-
space of valid process matrices: explicitly (noting that
the constraints ∏
i∈X [1−AiO] TrN\X W = 0 are equivalent
to ∏
i∈X [1−AiO]AN\XIO
W = 0),
W ∈ LN
⇔ ∀ X ⊆ N ,X 6= ∅, ∏
i∈X [1−AiO]AN\XIO
W = 0, (A5)
as in Eq. (16) of the main text. It is furthermore straight-
forward to check that this is equivalent to the following
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recursive characterisation, as in Eq. (15):
W ∈ LN ⇔ ∀ X ( N ,X 6= ∅, TrN\X W ∈ LX
and ∏
i∈N [1−AiO]W = 0 . (A6)
Summing up, the set of (nonnormalised) valid process
matrices is the convex coneW = P ∩LN , where P is the
cone of positive semidefinite matrices.
2. Compatibility with fixed causal orders
Let us now analyse the constraints imposed on process
matrices by requiring that they are compatible with a
given causal order.
a. Causal order between two subsets of parties
Consider two nonempty disjoint subsets of parties
K1,K2 ( N . We say that the correlation P (~a|~x) is com-
patible with the causal order K1 ≺ K2 if and only if
there is no signalling from the parties in K2 to the par-
ties in K1—i.e., the marginal probability distribution for
the outputs of parties in K1 does not depend on the in-
puts of parties in K2: P (~aK1 |~x) = P (~aK1 |~xN\K2) for all
~x,~aK1 . We then say that a (valid) process matrix W is
compatible with the causal order K1 ≺ K2 if and only if it
only generates correlations (through the generalised Born
rule (4), possibly allowing for extensions of W with some
ancillary state ρ) that are compatible with K1 ≺ K2.
Formally, this means (ignoring again for simplicity the
possibility of attaching an ancillary state ρ; as before,
the same reasoning also goes through if we allow for this
possibility) that whatever the CP mapsMA
k1
IO
ak1 |xk1 applied
by the parties in K1 and whatever the CPTP mapsMA
k2
IO
xk2
and MA
k3
IO
xk3
(such that
A
k2/3
O
M
A
k2/3
IO
xk2/3
= 1d
A
k2/3
O
) applied by
the parties in K2 and in K12 := N\(K1∪K2) (which may
be empty), respectively, one must have
Tr[
⊗
k1∈K1
M
A
k1
IO
ak1 |xk1
⊗
k2∈K2
M
A
k2
IO
xk2
⊗
k3∈K12
M
A
k3
IO
xk3
·W ]
= Tr[
⊗
k1∈K1
M
A
k1
IO
ak1 |xk1
⊗
k2∈K2
1
d
A
k2
O
⊗
k3∈K12
M
A
k3
IO
xk3
·W ]
(A7)
(i.e., the probabilities should be the same if the parties
in K2 apply the CPTP maps 1d
A
k2
O
instead of MA
k2
IO
xk2
).
As in the previous subsection, the constraint of positive
semidefiniteness of the CJ matrices Mk does not play
any role here, and we can equivalently write the above
constraint as
Tr[
⊗
k1∈K1
Mk1
⊗
k2∈K2
( 1d
A
k2
O
+
[1−Ak2O ]
Mk2)⊗
k3∈K12
( 1d
A
k3
O
+
[1−Ak3O ]
Mk3) ·W ]
= Tr[
⊗
k1∈K1
Mk1
⊗
k2∈K2
1
d
A
k2
O
⊗
k3∈K12
( 1d
A
k3
O
+
[1−Ak3O ]
Mk3) ·W ]
(A8)
for any matricesMk ∈ AkIO. Expanding this constraint in
a similar way as above (or as it was done in more details
in Appendix B of Ref. [14]), we find that it is equivalent
to the following 2N−|K1|−2N−|K1|−|K2| linear constraints:
∀ X2 ⊆ N\K1,X2 ∩ K2 6= ∅,∏
i∈X2 [1−A
i
O]A
N\K1\X2
IO
W = 0. (A9)
Combining these conditions with those from Eq. (A5) to
ensure that W is a valid process matrix, and removing
redundant constraints,10 one can then characterise the
subspace LK1≺K2 of (valid) process matrices compatible
with the causal order K1 ≺ K2 through the following
2N−|K2| − 1 + 2N−|K1| − 2N−|K1|−|K2| constraints:
W ∈ LK1≺K2
⇔ ∀ X1 ⊆ N\K2,X1 6= ∅, ∏
i∈X1 [1−A
i
O]A
N\X1
IO
W = 0
and ∀ X2 ⊆ N\K1,X2 ∩ K2 6= ∅,∏
i∈X2 [1−A
i
O]A
N\K1\X2
IO
W = 0.
(A10)
Let us assume now that K1 and K2 cover the full setN ,
so that K1 ∪ K2 = N . The characterisation above then
simplifies to the following 2|K1| + 2|K2| − 2 constraints:
[For K1 ∪ K2 = N :]
W ∈ LK1≺K2
⇔ ∀X1 ⊆ K1,X1 6= ∅,∏
i∈X1 [1−A
i
O]A
K1\X1
IO A
K2
IO
W = 0
and ∀X2 ⊆ K2,X2 6= ∅,∏
i∈X2 [1−A
i
O]A
K2\X2
IO
W = 0.
(A11)
Comparing these constraints with Eq. (A5), one can see
that the third line of Eq. (A11) is equivalent to imposing
10 One can easily see that the constraints from Eq. (A5) for which
X ∩ K2 6= ∅ are already implied by those of Eq. (A9): indeed,
defining X1 := X ∩ K1 and X2 := X ∩ (N\K1) ⊆ N\K1, in
such a case one has X2 ∩ K2 6= ∅ and ∏
i∈X [1−AiO ]A
N\X
IO
W =
∏
i∈X1 [1−A
i
O
]A
K1\X1
IO
(∏
i∈X2 [1−A
i
O
]A
N\K1\X2
IO
W
)
= 0 according
to Eq. (A9). Only the constraints from Eq. (A5) for which X ∩
K2 = ∅, i.e., X ⊆ N\K2 as in the second line of Eq. (A10) (where
X was renamed X1), are nonredundant.
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that the reduced process TrK2 W is in LK1 , the subspace
of valid |K1|-partite process matrices for parties in K1;
while the fourth line is equivalent (using the fact that
W = 0 if and only if TrK1 [MK1⊗1K2 ·W ] = 0 for allMK1)
to imposing that whatever CP maps MK1 ∈ AK1IO applied
by the parties in K1, the conditional matrix W|MK1 :=
TrK1 [MK1⊗1K2 ·W ] must be in the subspace LK2 of valid
process matrices for the parties inK2 (note thatMK1 may
or may not be of a product form
⊗
k1∈K1 Mk1 here, and
that its complete positiveness is in fact irrelevant).11 We
thus equivalently have the following characterisation:
[For K1 ∪ K2 = N :]
W ∈ LK1≺K2 ⇔ TrK2 W ∈ LK1
and ∀MK1 ∈AK1IO, W|MK1 ∈LK2 . (A12)
These constraints are indeed quite intuitive: they simply
correspond to the fact that for a process matrix correla-
tion P (~a|~x) to be compatible with the causal order K1 ≺
K2 (with K1 ∪ K2 = N ), the probability distributions
P (~aK1 |~xK1) and P (~aK2 |~x,~aK1) := P (~a|~x)/P (~aK1 |~xK1)
can be calculated from TrK2 W and W|MK1 , and must
be well-defined.
In particular, for K1 = {Ak} (a singleton of just one
party coming first) and K2 = N\Ak, Eq. (A11) becomes
W ∈ LAk≺(N\Ak)
⇔
[1−AkO]AN\kIO
W = 0 and
∀ X ⊆ N\k,X 6= 0,∏
i∈X [1−AiO]AN\k\XIO
W = 0,
(A13)
as in Eq. (18) of the main text. For K1 = N\Ak and
K2 = {Ak} (a singleton of just one party coming last),
Eq. (A11) becomes
W ∈ L(N\Ak)≺Ak
⇔ ∀X ⊆ N\k,X 6= ∅,∏
i∈X [1−AiO]AN\k\XIO AkIO
W = 0
and [1−AkO]W = 0. (A14)
b. Causal order between several subsets of parties
Consider now K disjoint subsets Ki of N . General-
ising the idea of causal order between two subsets of
parties, we say that the correlation P (~a|~x) is compat-
ible with the causal order K1 ≺ K2 ≺ · · · ≺ KK if
11 Although the constraints in the fourth line of Eq. (A11) are
written exactly as those that would define LK2 , we emphasise
that they apply here to some matrix W ∈ ANIO, rather than to
W ∈ AK2IO as in the definition of LK2 . This is why they must
of course not directly be interpreted as implying that W ∈ LK2 ,
but W|MK1 ∈ L
K2 for all MK1 , as in Eq. (A12).
and only if there is no signalling from “future parties”
to “past parties”—i.e., if for any k = 1, . . . ,K − 1, the
outputs of parties in K(≤k) :=
⋃k
i=1Ki do not depend
on the inputs of the parties in K(>k) :=
⋃K
j=k+1Kj :
P (~aK(≤k) |~x) = P (~aK(≤k) |~xN\K(>k)) for all ~x,~aK(≤k) , or
equivalently, the correlation is compatible with the causal
order K(≤k) ≺ K(>k) for all k = 1, . . . ,K − 1.
As before, we then say that a process matrixW is com-
patible with the causal order K1 ≺ · · · ≺ KK if and only
if it only generates correlations that are compatible with
that order. Similarly to LK1≺K2 , we define the subspace
LK1≺···≺KK :=
K−1⋂
k=1
LK(≤k)≺K(>k) (A15)
of (valid) process matrices compatible with the causal
order K1 ≺ · · · ≺ KK .
In the case where the subsets Ki define a full parti-
tion of N (i.e., where ⋃Ki=1Ki = N ), we easily obtain,
from Eqs. (A11) and (A12) (after removing redundant
constraints as in Footnote 10), that
[For
⋃K
i=1Ki = N :]
W ∈ LK1≺···≺KK
⇔ ∀ k = 1, . . . ,K, ∀MK(<k) ∈ A
K(<k)
IO ,
TrK(>k) W|MK(<k) ∈ L
Kk
⇔ ∀ k = 1, . . . ,K, ∀Xk ⊆ Kk,Xk 6= ∅,
∏
i∈Xk [1−A
i
O]A
Kk\Xk
IO A
K(>k)
IO
W = 0 (A16)
with K(<k) :=
⋃k−1
i=1 Ki for k = 2, . . . ,K, K(<1) =K(>K) = ∅, W|MK(<1) = W .
In particular, in the case where all subsets Kk are
singletons—i.e., Kk = {Api(k)} for some permutation pi
of N—we find that the subspace LApi(1)≺···≺Api(N) of pro-
cess matrices compatible with the causal order Api(1) ≺
Api(2) ≺ · · · ≺ Api(N) is characterised by [14, 30, 31]
W ∈ LApi(1)≺···≺Api(N)
⇔ ∀ k = 1, . . . , N,
[1−Api(k)O ]Api(>k)IO
W = 0 (A17)
with pi(>k) = {pi(k+1), . . . , pi(N)} for k = 1, . . . , N−1,
pi(>N) = ∅ (as in Eq. (19) when pi is the identity per-
mutation).
c. Particular cases with d
A
f
I
= 1 or dA`
O
= 1
Suppose there exists a party Af which has a trivial in-
coming space, i.e., such that dAfI = 1. The constraints of
Eq. (A5) can be written, depending on whether Af ∈ X
or Af /∈ X and renaming X\Af → X in the former
case, in the forms
[1−AfO]
∏
i∈X [1−AiO]A
N\Af\X
IO
W = 0 for
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all X ⊆ N\Af and
A
Af
O
∏
i∈X [1−AiO]A
N\Af\X
IO
W = 0 for all
X ⊆ N\Af ,X 6= ∅, respectively. Summing up these two
constraints in the case where X 6= ∅ (and keeping the first
one for the case where X = ∅), we find that LN is char-
acterised by the same constraints as those characterising
LAf≺(N\Af ) in Eq. (A13), namely
[For dAfI = 1 :]
W ∈ LN ⇔W ∈ LAf≺(N\Af )
⇔
[1−AfO]A
N\Af
IO
W = 0 and
∀X ⊆ N\Af ,X 6= ∅, ∏
i∈X [1−AiO]A
N\Af\X
IO
W = 0.
(A18)
Hence, in that case any valid process matrix is compatible
with party Af acting first. This corresponds indeed to
the natural intuition that, because party Af does not
receive any physical system from anyone, they do not
need to wait for any other party to act before them.
In the case where several parties in Af :=
{Af1 , . . . , Afn} have trivial incoming spaces (such that
d
A
fj
I
= 1 for all j = 1, . . . , n), Eq. (A18) easily gener-
alises to12
[For d
A
fj
I
= 1, ∀Afj ∈ Af :]
W ∈ LN ⇔W ∈ LAfj≺(N\Afj ) ∀ j
⇔
[1−AAfO ]A
N\Af
IO
W = 0 and
∀X ⊆ N\Af ,X 6= ∅, ∏
i∈X [1−AiO]A
N\Af\X
IO
W = 0.
(A19)
Instead of dAfI = 1, suppose now that there exists a
party A` which has a trivial outgoing space, i.e., such that
dA`O = 1, and consider the causal order (N\A`) ≺ A`.
Note that in this case the mapW → A`OW reduces to the
identity, so that any constraint of the form [1−A`O]...W = 0
is trivially satisfied. The nontrivial constraints from
Eqs. (A5) and (A14) then reduce to the same set of con-
straints, namely,
[For dA`O = 1 :]
W ∈ LN ⇔W ∈ L(N\A`)≺A`
⇔ ∀ X ⊆ N\A`,X 6= ∅, ∏
i∈X [1−AiO]A
N\A`\X
IO A
`
I
W = 0.
(A20)
12 We use here, in particular, the fact that
[1−Afj
O
]A
N\Af
IO
W = 0 ∀ j
is equivalent to
[1−AAf
O
]A
N\Af
IO
W = 0. Note that if all incoming
spaces are trivial, i.e., Af = N , then [1−AN
O
]W = 0 implies
that the only valid process matrices are those proportional to
the identity operator 1A
N
O .
Hence, similarly to the previous case, here any valid pro-
cess matrix is compatible with party A` acting last. This
is again rather intuitive: as party A` sends no physical
system out and cannot signal to anyone, then they can
always come last—see, e.g., the motivation for only con-
sidering fixed orders with party C coming last in Araújo
et al.’s definition of causal separability [14].
If now several parties in A` := {A`1 , . . . , A`n} have
trivial outgoing spaces (such that d
A
`j
O
= 1 for all j =
1, . . . , n), then one can easily check that any process ma-
trix is compatible with all those parties acting last, with
any causal order among them: for any permutation pi of
{1, . . . , n},
[For d
A
`j
O
= 1, ∀A`j ∈ A` :]
W ∈ LN ⇔W ∈ L(N\A`)≺A`pi(1)≺···≺A`pi(n)
⇔ ∀ X ⊆ N\A`,X 6= ∅, ∏
i∈X [1−AiO]A
N\A`\X
IO A
A`
I
W = 0.
(A21)
It is worth emphasising that no similar property holds
for several parties in Af = {Af1 , . . . , Afn} having trivial
incoming spaces, as considered previously: any process
matrix is compatible in that case with any causal order
Afj ≺ (N\Afj ) (as in Eq. (A19)), but not necessarily
with Af1 ≺ · · · ≺ Afn ≺ (N\Af ) (or with any other
permutation of the first parties).13
To finish here, note, furthermore, that if a party Ak has
both dAkI = dAkO = 1, then clearly one can just ignore it:
in such a case, W ∈ LN ⇔W ∈ LN\Ak .
d. Comment on our use of the notation ≺
Let us comment briefly here on our use of the no-
tation ≺. Recall that for two disjoint nonempty sub-
sets K1 and K2 of N , a probability distribution P is
said to be compatible with the causal order K1 ≺ K2
if and only if P (~aK1 |~x) = P (~aK1 |~xN\K2) for all ~x,~aK1 .
It should be noted that the relation “compatible with
K1 ≺ K2” thus defined is not transitive, and therefore
it does not define a partial order between events. For
instance, P (a, b, c|x, y, z) := δa,z δb,0 δc,0 (with δ the Kro-
necker delta and a, z taking at least two different values)
13 Note indeed, in a similar fashion, that while compatibility of a
probability distribution P with the orders (K1 ∪ K2) ≺ K3 and
(K1 ∪ K3) ≺ K2 implies compatibility with K1 ≺ (K2 ∪ K3),
and therefore with both K1 ≺ K2 ≺ K3 and K1 ≺ K3 ≺ K2,
it is not the case that compatibility with K1 ≺ (K2 ∪ K3) and
K2 ≺ (K1 ∪ K3) necessarily implies (K1 ∪ K2) ≺ K3, and it
therefore does also not necessarily imply compatibility with K1 ≺
K2 ≺ K3 or K2 ≺ K1 ≺ K3. As a counter-example, one can
see for instance that P (a, b, c|x, y, z) = 1
2
δa⊕b,z δc,0 (with binary
inputs and outputs, where δ the Kronecker delta and ⊕ denotes
addition modulo 2) is compatible with both A ≺ {B,C} and
B ≺ {A,C}, but not with {A,B} ≺ C.
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is compatible with A ≺ B and B ≺ C, but not with
A ≺ C. This justifies why, considering more subsets, we
defined the notation K1 ≺ K2 ≺ · · · ≺ KK to formally
mean K(≤k) ≺ K(>k)—rather than just Kk ≺ Kk+1—for
all k = 1, . . . ,K−1.
We note also that the notation ≺ was used differently
in Ref. [17], where it denoted a strict partial order (and
was hence transitive). Our use of the notation ≺ here is
consistent e.g. with that of Refs. [14, 15, 18, 22, 27, 34,
35, 43, 44], and would instead correspond to the notation
 in Ref. [17] (also used in Ref. [2]).
3. Operations on process matrices
In this section we clarify how process matrices behave
in general, with respect to their validity and their com-
patibility with fixed causal orders, when tracing out sub-
systems or attaching extensions, and when tracing out,
adding or grouping parties.
a. Tracing out subsystems / Attaching extensions
Suppose that the incoming and outgoing spaces of N
parties can be decomposed as ANIO⊗ANI′O′ (possibly with
some trivial spaces AkI , A
k
O, A
k
I′ or A
k
O′), and consider a
given matrix W ′ ∈ ANII′OO′ . If W ′ is a valid process ma-
trix, then so is W := TrAN
I′O′
W ′; similarly, if W ′ is com-
patible with a causal order K1 ≺ K2, then so is W . Both
properties are quite intuitive:14 clearly, ignoring some
parts of the incoming and outgoing spaces cannot make
a process matrix invalid, and cannot induce some sig-
nalling where there was none before. Note, however, that
the converse is in general not true: if W = TrAN
I′O′
W ′ is
a valid process matrix (or is compatible with K1 ≺ K2),
this does not guarantee in general that W ′ is also a valid
process matrix (or is compatible with K1 ≺ K2).
There is nevertheless a case, where the validity of a pro-
cess matrixW ensures that a “larger” matrixW ′ (defined
on more subsystems) is valid: namely, when one attaches
to W some ancillary state ρ. Indeed, in constructing the
framework of process matrices, it is always assumed that
one can consider some extensions of the incoming spaces
of each party, and distribute (possibly entangled) ancil-
lary states shared by all parties. Hence, by definition,
if a matrix W ∈ ANIO is a valid process matrix, then for
any quantum state (i.e., any positive semidefinite matrix,
up to normalisation) ρ in any extension ANI′ , the matrix
14 They can be verified straightforwardly using for instance
Eqs. (A5) and (A10), respectively, by writing (in the first
case) ∏
i∈X [1−AiO ]A
N\X
IO
W = TrAN
I′O′
[∏
i∈X [1−AiO ]A
N\X
IO
W ′
]
=
TrAN
I′O′
[∏
i∈X [1−AiOO′ ]A
N\X
II′OO′
W ′
]
= 0 (and by noting that
W ′ ≥ 0 implies W ≥ 0).
W ′ = W ⊗ ρ ∈ ANII′O defines a valid process matrix.
Similarly, if W is compatible with a given causal order
K1 ≺ K2 between two disjoint subsets of parties, then so
is W ⊗ ρ.
One may then wonder if instead of attaching an ancil-
lary state ρ ∈ ANI′ to the incoming spaces, one could at-
tach any other positive semidefinite matrixW ext. ∈ ANI′O′
in some extension of both incoming and outgoing spaces.
It is clear, from the previous remarks on the partial trace
of subsystems, that for a valid (nonzero) process ma-
trix W , a necessary condition for W ′ := W ⊗ W ext.
to define a valid process matrix is that W ext. itself is
also a valid process matrix.15 For two parties and more,
this condition is however not sufficient (as noted also in
Refs. [41, 42]): for instance, W = 12 (1
AOBI + zˆAO zˆBI )
and W ext. = 12 (1
AI′BO′ + zˆAI′ zˆBO′ ) are both valid, but
W⊗W ext. is not (due to the fact thatW andW ext. allow
for some signalling in two conflicting directions). Simi-
larly, for a (nonzero) process matrix W compatible with
K1 ≺ K2, a necessary condition forW ′ := W⊗W ext. to be
a process matrix compatible with K1 ≺ K2 is that W ext.
is also a process matrix compatible with K1 ≺ K2. As
before, this condition is however not sufficient for three
parties and more.
b. Tracing out / Adding / Separating / Grouping parties
In the previous observations we were keeping the set of
parties under consideration N fixed. Let us now consider
how process matrices behave when changing the set of
parties.
Consider a nonempty subset N0 of N . Clearly, if
W ∈ ANIO is a valid N -partite process matrix, then its
restriction to the parties in the subset N0, defined as
W0 := TrN\N0 W , is a valid |N0|-partite process ma-
trix. Similarly, if W is compatible with a causal or-
der K1 ≺ K2, then W0 is compatible with the order
(K1 ∩N0) ≺ (K2 ∩N0).16
Let N1 and N2 be two disjoint sets of parties. If
W1 ∈ AN1IO and W2 ∈ AN2IO are two valid process matri-
ces for the parties in N1 and N2, respectively, then so is
W = W1⊗W2 ∈ AN1∪N2IO for all parties in N1∪N2. (Note
however that if N1 and N2 are not disjoint, this may not
hold any more, as in the case with N1 = N2 = N consid-
ered in the previous subsection.) If say W1 is compatible
with a causal order K1 ≺ K′1 (with K1,K′1 two disjoint
nonempty subsets of N1), then so is W . Furthermore,
for any nonempty subsets K1 ⊆ N1 and K2 ⊆ N2, W is
compatible with both orders K1 ≺ K2 and K2 ≺ K1.
15 This implies in particular that for an extension of the outgoing
systems only, W ⊗W ext. withW ext. ∈ AN
O′ is valid only ifW
ext.
is proportional to the identity operator: see Footnote 12.
16 Again, both properties can easily be checked by using for instance
Eqs. (A5) and (A10), and the fact that W ≥ 0 implies W0 ≥ 0.
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Suppose now that the incoming and outgoing spaces
of a party, say AN , can be factorised into ANIO =
AN
(1)
IO ⊗ AN
(2)
IO . One can then virtually “separate” AN
into two new parties, AN(1) and AN(2) , with incom-
ing and outgoing spaces AN
(1)
IO and A
N(2)
IO , respectively,
and thus consider the new set of N+1 parties N ′ =
{A1, . . . , AN−1, AN(1) , AN(2)}. If W ∈ ANIO is a valid
N -partite process matrix, one can then verify that when
considering the set N ′,W ∈ AN ′IO is also is a valid (N+1)-
partite process matrix, i.e., W ∈ LN ′ . If W is compat-
ible with a causal order K1 ≺ K2, then W is also com-
patible with K′1 ≺ K′2, where K′i is obtained from Ki
(like N ′ from N ) by replacing AN by AN(1) , AN(2) (when
AN ∈ Ki).17
Conversely, for a given set of N ≥ 2 parties N ,
let us finally consider a set N ′ obtained from N
by now grouping two or more of the parties, e.g.
N ′ = {A1, . . . , AN−2, {AN−1, AN}}, where {AN−1, AN}
is considered to form a new effective party. Then W
is not necessarily a valid (N−1)-partite process ma-
trix for the parties in N ′. The reason for this is that
valid process matrices are required to give valid prob-
ability distributions only for product operations of the
parties; if two parties are grouped together and per-
form a joint operation, that may no longer yield valid
probabilities. An explicit counterexample is for instance
W = 12 (1
AOBI + zˆAO zˆBI ), which represents a (dephas-
ing) channel from A to B and is indeed a valid bipartite
process matrix, but not a valid single-partite process if
A and B are grouped together (as [1−AO]W 6= 0; e.g.,
the joint CPTP map M = 12 (1
AOBI − zˆAO zˆBI ) gives
Tr[M ·W ] = 0).18
4. Allowed and forbidden terms in the
Hilbert–Schmidt basis decomposition of process
matrices
In Refs. [2, 17], the constraints characterising the set
of valid process matrices and the set of process matrices
compatible with a fixed causal order between two com-
plementary subsets were formulated in a different way,
17 Both properties are straightforward when recalling that the valid-
ity and compatibility with a fixed order constraints are obtained
by imposing certain conditions for all operations M ∈ ANIO of
party AN : clearly, these constraints are also satisfied if AN is
separated into two parties AN(1) and AN(2) , and M takes the
form M = M(1) ⊗M(2) ∈ AN(1)IO ⊗AN
(2)
IO (and by noting that if
M(1) and M(2) are CPTP, then so is M). These properties can
also be verified formally using the characterisations of Eqs. (A5)
or (A10), after noting in particular that
[1−AN(1)
O
AN
(2)
O
]···W = 0
is equivalent to
[1−AN(1)
O
]···W = [1−AN(2)
O
]···W = 0.
18 Nevertheless, from Eqs. (A19) and (A21) one can see that parties
who all have trivial incoming spaces, or parties who all have triv-
ial outgoing spaces, can be grouped together without changing
the validity of the process matrix in question.
namely by specifying which terms can appear in the de-
composition of the corresponding operators in a Hilbert-
Schmidt basis. To complete this appendix, we now estab-
lish the connection between these two alternative char-
acterisations, and we prove their equivalence.
A Hilbert-Schmidt basis of some space of linear op-
erators X (acting on a dX -dimensional Hilbert space)
is given by a set of generalised Pauli matrices, i.e., a
set of Hermitian operators {σXµ }d
2
X−1
µ=0 , with σ
X
0 = 1
X ,
Tr[σXµ σ
X
ν ] = dXδµ,ν for all µ, ν = 0, . . . , d2X − 1, and
Tr[σXµ ] = 0 for µ ≥ 1. In such a basis, a process matrix
W ∈ A1IO ⊗A2IO ⊗A3IO ⊗ · · · can be expanded as
W =
∑
µ1,ν1,µ2,ν2,...
wµ1ν1µ2ν2µ3ν3··· σ
A1I
µ1 σ
A1O
ν1 σ
A2I
µ2 σ
A2O
ν2 σ
A3I
µ3 σ
A3O
ν3 · · ·
with wµ1ν1µ2ν2µ3ν3··· ∈ R ∀ µ1, ν1, µ2, ν2, µ3, ν3, . . . .
(A22)
The approach of Refs. [2, 17] looks at which terms
σ
A1I
µ1 σ
A1O
ν1 σ
A2I
µ2 σ
A2O
ν2 σ
A3I
µ3 σ
A3O
ν3 · · · can appear with a nonzero
coefficient wµ1ν1µ2ν2µ3ν3··· (i.e., are “allowed”) in the
above decomposition. According to Proposition 3.1 of
Ref. [17], a Hermitian operator W is in the linear sub-
space LN of valid process matrices if and only if, in ad-
dition to the identity term 1N , it contains only terms
for which at least one party Ak has a nontrivial operator
σµk 6= 1 on AkI and the identity operator 1 on AkO.19
To see that this statement is indeed equivalent to
our own characterisation of LN , let us first verify
that all terms of this kind fulfil all the constraints of
Eq. (A5). This is clearly the case for the identity
1
N , since [1−AiO]1
N = 0 for any party Ai. Consider
then some generic Hilbert-Schmidt term Tk of the form
· · ·σAkIµk 1A
k
O · · · (with σµk 6= 1). Such a term satisfies
[1−AkO]Tk = AkIOTk = 0, so that for any X ⊆ N ,X 6= ∅
we have ∏
i∈X [1−AiO]AN\XIO
Tk = 0, whether k ∈ X or
k ∈ N\X . By linearity, any operator W whose Hilbert-
Schmidt decomposition (A22) only contains the identity
or such terms Tk thus satisfies all the constraints (A5).
19 As clarified in Ref. [45], valid process matrix can indeed only
contain terms that, except for the identity, do not appear in
the Hilbert-Schmidt decomposition of
⊗
k∈N M
AkIO
xk , for any
CPTP maps MA
k
IO
xk (as otherwise it is always possible to find
some CPTP maps MA
k
IO
xk that give non-normalised probabilities
via the generalised Born rule of Eq. (4)). Given the constraint
TrAk
O
M
AkIO
xk = 1
AkI for CPTP maps, one can see that the only
forbidden terms in any MA
k
IO
xk are of the form σ
AkI
µk 1
AkO with
σµk 6= 1. Thus, only terms that contain σ
AkI
µk 1
AkO for at least
one value of k cannot appear in the Hilbert-Schmidt decompo-
sition of
⊗
k∈N M
AkIO
xk , and are thus allowed (in addition to the
identity) in the decomposition of a process matrix.
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Conversely, suppose that the Hilbert-Schmidt decomposi-
tion ofW contains a term F (with a nonzero weight) that
is “forbidden” according to Proposition 3.1 of Ref. [17],
that is, a term such that for all parties Ak, there is ei-
ther a nontrivial operator σνk 6= 1 on AkO, or an iden-
tity operator on both AkI and A
k
O (and where there is
at least one party for which the former is true). Con-
sider then the nonempty subset X ⊆ N of parties Ai
for which σA
i
O
νi 6= 1A
i
O in F . For i ∈ X , one thus has
[1−AiO]F = F , while for j ∈ N\X , AjIOF = F ; all
in all, ∏
i∈X [1−AiO]AN\XIO
F = F . By the linear indepen-
dence of all Hilbert-Schmidt terms, W then cannot sat-
isfy ∏
i∈X [1−AiO]AN\XIO
W = 0, and thus violates the con-
straints of Eq. (A5).
The process matrices that are compatible with the
causal order K1 ≺ K2, with K1 ∪ K2 = N , were likewise
characterised in Ref. [17] in terms of allowed terms in a
Hilbert-Schmidt basis decomposition. The following ter-
minology was used: the restriction of a Hilbert-Schmidt
term onto certain subsystems is the part of the term cor-
responding to the respective subsystems—for example,
the restriction of the term σA
1
I
µ1 σ
A1O
ν1 σ
A2I
µ2 σ
A2O
ν2 σ
A3I
µ3 σ
A3O
ν3 · · ·
onto the subsystems A2I ⊗A2O is just σA
2
I
µ2 σ
A2O
ν2 . According
to Proposition 3.2 in Ref. [17], the (valid) process matri-
ces that do not allow signalling from K2 to K1 are those
that contain only Hilbert-Schmidt terms whose restric-
tion to the (incoming and outgoing systems of) parties
in K2 are of the allowed type for a |K2|-partite process
matrix for those parties—that is, terms with either the
identity operator 1A
k2
I 1
A
k2
O for all parties in K2, or for
which there is some party Ak2 ∈ K2 with a nontrivial gen-
eralised Pauli operator σµk2 6= 1 on Ak2I and the identity
operator on Ak2O .
To see that this proposition is indeed equivalent to
our characterisation of LK1≺K2 given by Eqs. (A11) or
Eq. (A12), note that the restriction of a Hilbert-Schmidt
term T to K2 is precisely obtained, up to a multiplica-
tive factor (which may be 0), by taking the partial trace
T|MK1 := TrK1 [MK1 ⊗ 1K2 · T ], for any MK1 ∈ A
K1
IO.
Hence, imposing that all Hilbert-Schmidt terms T in
the decomposition of W =
∑
T wT T have restrictions
to K2 that are in LK2 , as in the characterisation of
Ref. [17] just recalled, is equivalent to imposing that for
anyMK1 ∈ AK1IO,W|MK1 =
∑
T wT T|MK1 only have terms
T|MK1 ∈ LK2 , i.e., thatW|MK1 itself is in LK2 , as imposed
in Eq. (A12). Note that Proposition 3.2 in Ref. [17] pre-
supposed that the process matrix under consideration
was valid. If this is not pre-supposed, one must in addi-
tion impose, according to the previous characterisation,
that for Hilbert-Schmidt terms in the decomposition of
W whose restriction to K2 is the identity operator 1K2 ,
there must either also be the identity operator for all par-
ties in K1, or there must be some party Ak1 ∈ K1 with
a restriction σA
k1
I
µk1
1
A
k1
O 6= 1Ak1I 1Ak1O —in other words, one
must impose that TrK2 W ∈ LK1 , so that one also recov-
ers the first constraint of Eq. (A12).
Appendix B: Characterisation of causally separable
process matrices
In this appendix we prove the propositions that al-
low us to characterise causally separable process matrices
in terms of simple conditions. We start by proving the
first part of Proposition 1, namely that in the particular
tripartite scenario with dCO = 1, Araújo et al.’s defi-
nition of causal separability (Definition 2) is equivalent
to OG’s notion of extensible causal separability (Defini-
tion 4), and thus also to our Definition 5. Then we pro-
vide the proofs for the characterisation of general tripar-
tite causally separable process matrices (Proposition 3)
as well as for the necessary condition (Proposition 4) and
the sufficient condition (Proposition 5) in the general N -
partite case. Note that all the special cases follow from
Propositions 4 and 5, and we could just give the proofs
of those two general propositions. However, for pedagog-
ical reasons we start with the simpler proofs, which may
entail some repetition in the arguments, but allows for
greater clarity in presenting the core ideas.
All of the proofs below (of increasing complexity) make
use of the same type of argument to prove the necessity of
the respective conditions. This argument is based on the
“teleportation technique” that follows from the lemma
below. Before stating it, let us introduce some further
notation. For two Hilbert spaces HX , HX′ with the same
dimension d, and denoting by {|i〉X(′)}di=1 an orthonormal
basis of eitherHX orHX′ , we will consider the maximally
entangled state |Φ+〉X/X′ := 1√
d
∑
i |i〉X ⊗|i〉X
′
. We also
recall that for a given matrix W ∈ ANIO, we denote by
WA
k
IO→Ak
′
I′ the matrix in (
⊗
j∈N\k A
j
IO) ⊗ Ak
′
I′ that has
formally the same form as W , except that party Ak’s
systemAkIO is now attributed to an extensionA
k′
I′ of party
Ak′ ’s incoming space. Formally (recalling Eq. (25)),
WA
k
IO→Ak
′
I′ :=
∑
i,j
Trk
[
|i〉〈j|AkIO ⊗ 1N\k ·W
]
⊗ |j〉〈i|Ak
′
I′ ,
(B1)
where {|i〉} is an orthonormal basis of HAkI ⊗HAkO .
Lemma B1 (“Teleportation technique”). Consider a
process matrix W ∈ LN , to which one attaches a maxi-
mally entangled state |Φ+〉〈Φ+|AkI′′/Ak
′
I′ shared by parties
Ak and Ak′ , with dimensions dAk
I′′
= dAk′
I′
= dAkIO , and
possibly some other ancillary state ρ˜ in some further
extension AN\k
′
I′ ⊗ Ak
′
I′′ . Consider then the case where
party Ak applies the CP map represented by the positive
semidefinite CJ matrix Mk = |Φ+〉〈Φ+|A
k
IO/A
k
I′′ ⊗ 1AkI′ .
The resulting conditional matrix for the other N -1 parties
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is then
(W ⊗ |Φ+〉〈Φ+|A
k
I′′/A
k′
I′ ⊗ ρ˜)|Mk=|Φ+〉〈Φ+|AkIO/AkI′′⊗1AkI′
:= Trk
[
|Φ+〉〈Φ+|A
k
IO/A
k
I′′ ⊗ 1AkI′ ⊗ 1N\k
·W ⊗ |Φ+〉〈Φ+|A
k
I′′/A
k′
I′ ⊗ ρ˜
]
=
1
(dAkIO )
2
WA
k
IO→Ak
′
I′ ⊗ Trk[ρ˜]. (B2)
Proof. For clarity, let us write explicitly as superscripts the spaces in which the various operators act. We have:
(WA
N
IO ⊗ |Φ+〉〈Φ+|A
k
I′′/A
k′
I′ ⊗ ρ˜AN\k
′
I′ A
k′
I′′ )|Mk=|Φ+〉〈Φ+|A
k
IO
/Ak
I′′⊗1AkI′
= TrAk
II′I′′O
[
|Φ+〉〈Φ+|A
k
IO/A
k
I′′ ⊗ 1AkI′ ⊗ 1AN\kII′OAk
′
I′′ ·WANIO ⊗ |Φ+〉〈Φ+|A
k
I′′/A
k′
I′ ⊗ ρ˜AN\k
′
I′ A
k′
I′′
]
= 1(d
Ak
IO
)2
∑
i,i′,j,j′
TrAk
II′′O
[
|i〉〈i′|AkIO ⊗ |i〉〈i′|AkI′′ ⊗ 1AN\kIO ⊗ 1Ak
′
I′ ·WANIO ⊗ |j〉〈j′|AkI′′ ⊗ |j〉〈j′|Ak
′
I′
]
⊗ TrAk
I′
[
ρ˜A
N\k′
I′ A
k′
I′′
]
= 1(d
Ak
IO
)2
∑
i,j
TrAkIO
[
|i〉〈j|AkIO ⊗ 1AN\kIO ·WANIO
]
⊗ |j〉〈i|Ak
′
I′ ⊗ TrAk
I′
[
ρ˜A
N\k′
I′ A
k′
I′′
]
= 1(d
Ak
IO
)2 W
AkIO→Ak
′
I′ ⊗ Trk[ρ˜] . (B3)
We shall also use the following facts in (some of) the
proofs below:
Proposition B1. Without loss of generality, each W ρ(k)
in Definition (5) can be taken to be of the form W(k)⊗ρ.
Eq. (13) then implies the direct decomposition W =∑
k∈N qkW(k), with eachW(k) ∈ ANIO being a process ma-
trix compatible with party Ak acting first (and such that
for any CP map Mk ∈ AkII′O, (W(k) ⊗ ρ)|Mk is causally
separable).
Proof. If ρ is pure, then from the extremality of pure
states it follows that W ρ(k) = W(k) ⊗ ρ. If ρ is mixed one
can first purify it by introducing an additional incoming
system for some arbitrary party, obtain the appropriate
decomposition (13) for its purification, and then trace out
the additional incoming space just introduced to reach
the same conclusion. As W ρ(k) is compatible with Ak
acting first and W(k) = TrAN
I′
W ρ(k), then W(k) itself must
also be compatible with Ak acting first (see remarks in
Appendix A 3 a).
Proposition B2. In a scenario where the parties’ in-
coming spaces are decomposed as ANI ⊗ ANI′ (possibly
with some trivial spaces AkI or A
k
I′), if a process matrix
W ∈ ANII′O is causally separable, then so is TrI′W ∈ ANIO
(with TrI′ := TrAN
I′
).
Proof. For N = 1 party any process matrix is by defini-
tion causally separable, so that the claim is trivial.
Suppose the claim holds true in the (N−1)-partite
case. If W ∈ ANII′O is causally separable then by Def-
inition 5, for any extension ANI′′ of the parties’ incoming
systems and any ancillary quantum state ρ ∈ ANI′′ , W ⊗ρ
has a decomposition of the form W ⊗ ρ = ∑k qkW ρ(k)
with each W ρ(k) a valid process matrix compatible with
party Ak first, and such that for any possible CP map
M ′k ∈ AkII′I′′O applied by party Ak, the conditional
(N−1)-partite process matrix (W ρ(k))|M ′k := Trk[M ′k ⊗
1
N\k · W ρ(k)] is itself causally separable.
One then has TrI′W ⊗ ρ =
∑
k qk(TrI′W
ρ
(k)),
with TrI′W
ρ
(k) a valid process matrix compatible
with party Ak first (see remarks in Appendix A3 a).
For any possible CP map Mk ∈ AkII′′O applied
by party Ak, one has (TrI′W
ρ
(k))|Mk := Trk[Mk ⊗
1
N\k · (TrI′W ρ(k))] = TrI′ Trk[Mk ⊗ 1A
k
I′ ⊗ 1N\k ·
W ρ(k)] = TrI′
[
(W ρ(k))|M ′k=Mk⊗1
Ak
I′
]
. As stated above,
(W ρ(k))|M ′k=Mk⊗1
Ak
I′
is causally separable, and by the
induction hypothesis so is TrI′
[
(W ρ(k))|M ′k=Mk⊗1
Ak
I′
]
=
(TrI′W
ρ
(k))|Mk . We thus have a valid causally separable
decomposition of TrI′W ⊗ ρ for any extension ρ, which
proves that TrI′W is causally separable, and which thus
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proves, by induction, the claim of Proposition B2.
Again, this property is quite intuitive: clearly, dis-
carding some parts of the incoming systems cannot in-
duce some causal nonseparability where there was none
previously. As for the similar statements for valid pro-
cess matrices and for process matrices compatible with a
fixed causal order discussed in Appendix A3 a, the con-
verse is not necessarily true: if TrI′W is a causally sep-
arable process matrix, then W may not necessarily be
causally separable20—unless W is of the product form
W = W
ANIO
0 ⊗ ρA
N
I′ , in which case by our Definition 5
if W0 is a causally separable process matrix then so is
W = W0 ⊗ ρ.
1. Tripartite causally separable process matrices
a. Particular tripartite case with dCO = 1
Let us start by considering the tripartite case where
party C has no outgoing system (or equivalently, a trivial
outgoing system, i.e., dCO = 1). The following proposi-
tion directly implies (after proper re-normalisation with
appropriate weights q, 1−q) the first part of Proposi-
tion 1, namely the equivalence in that case between
Araújo et al.’s causal separability and OG’s extensible
causal separability (which, we recall, is what we simply
call causal separability here).
Proposition B3 (Characterisation of tripartite causally
separable process matrices with dCO = 1). In a tripartite
scenario where party C has no outgoing system, a matrix
W ∈ AIO ⊗ BIO ⊗ CI is a valid tripartite causally sep-
arable process matrix (as per Definition 5) if and only if
it can be decomposed as
W = W(A,B,C) +W(B,A,C) (B4)
where, for each permutation (X,Y ) of the two parties A
and B, W(X,Y,C) is a positive semidefinite matrix satis-
fying
[1−XO]YIOCIW(X,Y,C) = 0, [1−YO]CIW(X,Y,C) = 0 (B5)
(i.e., W(X,Y,C) is a valid process matrix compatible with
the causal order X ≺ Y ≺ C).
Proof. Consider a causally separable process matrix
W ∈ AIOBIOCI . Let us then introduce an exten-
sion AI′ ⊗ CI′′ of parties A and C’s incoming spaces,
20 As a counterexample, consider some causally nonseparable bi-
partite process matrix W ∈ AI′O ⊗ BIO. The process matrix
TrAI′ W ∈ AO ⊗BIO is then compatible with the order A ≺ B
and thus causally separable (see Appendix A 2 c), although W is
not.
of dimensions dAI′ = dCI′′ = dCI , and consider at-
taching to W the maximally entangled ancillary state
ρ = |Φ+〉〈Φ+|CI′′/AI′ .
AsW is assumed to be causally separable, according to
Definition 5 and Proposition B1 it must be decomposable
as
W = W(A) +W(B) +W(C) , (B6)
where each termW(X) ∈ AIOBIOCI is a (nonnormalised)
process matrix compatible with party X acting first, and
such that whatever CP map that party applies to their
share of W(X) ⊗ ρ, the resulting conditional process ma-
trix for the other two parties is causally separable.
As W(A) is compatible both with A first and with C
last (since dCO = 1, see Appendix A2 c), it is compat-
ible with the fixed causal order A ≺ B ≺ C; formally,
it satisfies [1−AO]BIOCIW(A) = [1−BO]CIW(A) = 0, see
Eq. (A17). Similarly, W(B) is compatible with the order
B ≺ A ≺ C.
Consider now the term W(C). Letting party C act
first on W(C) ⊗ ρ = W(C) ⊗ |Φ+〉〈Φ+|CI′′/AI′ and project
his incoming systems onto the maximally entangled state
|Φ+〉CI/C′′I , according to Lemma B1 (with a trivial extra
ancillary state ρ˜), parties A and B are then left with the
conditional process matrix
(W(C) ⊗ ρ)|MC=|Φ+〉〈Φ+|CI/C′′I ∝ W
CI→AI′
(C) . (B7)
By assumption this conditional process matrix must be a
(bipartite) causally separable process matrix: according
to Proposition 2, there must therefore exist a decompo-
sition for WCI→AI′(C) of the form
W
CI→AI′
(C) = W
CI→AI′
(C),(A,B) +W
CI→AI′
(C),(B,A) (B8)
withWCI→AI′(C),(A,B),W
CI→AI′
(C),(B,A) ∈ AII′OBIO two process ma-
trices compatible with the fixed orders A ≺ B and
B ≺ A, respectively—i.e., satisfying
[1−AO]BIOW
CI→AI′
(C),(A,B) = [1−BO]W
CI→AI′
(C),(A,B) = 0 ,
[1−BO]AII′OW
CI→AI′
(C),(B,A) = [1−AO]W
CI→AI′
(C),(B,A) = 0 . (B9)
Recall now that WCI→AI′(C) is formally the same ma-
trix as W(C), except that system CI is replaced by AI′ .
Changing back AI′ into CI in Eq. (B8), we obtain the
decomposition
W(C) = W(C),(A,B) +W(C),(B,A) (B10)
with two positive semidefinite matrices W(C),(A,B),
W(C),(B,A) ∈ AIOBIOCI satisfying
[1−AO]BIOW(C),(A,B) = [1−BO]W(C),(A,B) = 0 ,
[1−BO]AIOCIW(C),(B,A) = [1−AO]W(C),(B,A) = 0 , (B11)
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as implied by Eq. (B9) after replacing AI′ by CI . These
constraints further imply that
[1−AO]BIOCIW(C),(A,B) = [1−BO]CIW(C),(A,B) = 0 ,
[1−BO]AIOCIW(C),(B,A) = [1−AO]CIW(C),(B,A) = 0 ,
(B12)
i.e., that W(C),(A,B) and W(C),(B,A) are process matrices
compatible with the fixed causal orders A ≺ B ≺ C and
B ≺ A ≺ C, respectively (see Eq. (A17)).
From Eqs. (B6) and (B10), and by defining
W(A,B,C) := W(A) + W(C),(A,B) ≥ 0 and W(B,A,C) :=
W(B) + W(C),(B,A) ≥ 0, we thus find that W indeed has
a decomposition of the form of Eq. (B4), with each term
satisfying the constraints of Eq. (B5).
Conversely, any process matrix W that can be decom-
posed as in Eq. (B4), with process matricesW(A,B,C) and
W(B,A,C) satisfying the constraints of Eq. (B5)—i.e., be-
ing compatible with the causal orders A ≺ B ≺ C and
B ≺ A ≺ C—is clearly causally separable, which con-
cludes the proof of Proposition B3.
b. General tripartite causally separable process matrices
We now turn to proving Proposition 3, which charac-
terises causal separability in the general tripartite sce-
nario where all three parties have nontrivial incoming
and outgoing systems.
Proof. Consider a causally separable process matrixW ∈
AIOBIOCIO. Let us introduce here an extension AI′ ⊗
AI′′⊗BI′⊗BI′′⊗CI′⊗CI′′ of all three parties’ incoming
spaces, with dimensions dAI′′ = dBI′ = dAIO , dBI′′ =
dCI′ = dBIO and dCI′′ = dAI′ = dCIO , and let us attach
toW the state ρ = |Φ+〉〈Φ+|AI′′/BI′ ⊗|Φ+〉〈Φ+|BI′′/CI′ ⊗
|Φ+〉〈Φ+|CI′′/AI′ .
According to Definition 5 and Proposition B1,W must
be decomposable as
W = W(A) +W(B) +W(C) , (B13)
where each termW(X) ∈ AIOBIOCIO is a process matrix
compatible with party X acting first—so that it satisfies
in particular [1−XO]YIOZIOW(X) = 0 (with X 6= Y 6= Z,
see Eq. (A13)), as in Eq. (23)—and such that whatever
that party does on W(X) ⊗ ρ, the resulting conditional
process matrix for the other two parties is causally sepa-
rable.
Consider the first term in Eq. (B13). Letting party A
act first onW(A)⊗ρ and perform the operation described
by the CJ operator MA = |Φ+〉〈Φ+|AIO/AI′′ ⊗ 1AI′ ≥ 0,
we find, using Lemma B1 (with ρ˜ = TrAI′′BI′ [ρ]), that
the remaining parties B,C are left with the conditional
process matrix
(W(A) ⊗ ρ)|MA=|Φ+〉〈Φ+|AIO/AI′′⊗1AI′
∝ WAIO→BI′(A) ⊗ TrAI′I′′B′I [ρ] . (B14)
By assumption this conditional process matrix—and
therefore WAIO→BI′(A) itself (according to Proposition B2,
after tracing out TrAI′I′′B′I [ρ] completely)—must be a
(bipartite) causally separable process matrix: there must
therefore exist a decomposition of the form
W
AIO→BI′
(A) = W
AIO→BI′
(A,B,C) +W
AIO→BI′
(A,C,B) (B15)
where WAIO→BI′(A,B,C) ,W
AIO→BI′
(A,C,B) ∈ BII′OCIO are bipartite
processes compatible with the causal orders B ≺ C and
C ≺ B, respectively. After re-attributing the system BI′
to AIO, we obtain a decomposition for W(A),
W(A) = W(A,B,C) +W(A,C,B), (B16)
with the positive semidefinite matrices W(A,B,C),
W(A,C,B) ∈ AIOBIOCIO satisfying the following con-
straints, obtained (as we did in the previous subsection)
after replacing BI′ by AIO in the constraints satisfied by
W
AIO→BI′
(A,B,C) and W
AIO→BI′
(A,C,B) :
[1−BO]CIOW(A,B,C) = [1−CO]W(A,B,C) = 0 ,
[1−CO]AIOBIOW(A,C,B) = [1−BO]W(A,C,B) = 0 . (B17)
Furthermore, since W(A) is compatible with A act-
ing first it satisfies in particular [1−CO]BIOW(A) = 0
(see Eq. (A13)), and because of Eq. (B17), we also
have [1−CO]BIOW(A,B,C) = 0. Given that W(A,C,B) =
W(A) − W(A,B,C), we have [1−CO]BIOW(A,C,B) = 0 as
well.21 Together with Eq. (B17), we thus find that all
constraints of Eq. (24) for X = A are satisfied. One can
similarly show that they are satisfied forX = B,C, which
proves (since we noted before that Eq. (23) is also sat-
isfied) that the decomposition of Proposition 3 is indeed
a necessary condition for any causally separable process
matrix W .
Conversely, suppose a matrix W ∈ AIO ⊗ BIO ⊗ CIO
has a decomposition of the form (22) that satisfies
Eqs. (23)–(24). Then as we noted right after Proposi-
tion 3, each term W(X) is a valid process matrix, com-
patible with party X acting first. For any CP map MX
applied by party X on its share of W(X), the resulting
21 Note that this is the step where the tripartite proof does not
generalise straightforwardly to N ≥ 4 parties. In particular, we
cannot use the same argument to prove that the constraints (29)
that appear in our necessary condition are satisfied without trac-
ing out the XIO on the first and fourth lines (as one would need
if the terms in Eq. (28) were to satisfy Eq. (32) and thus specify
a decomposition satisfying also our sufficient condition for causal
separability). One indeed obtains e.g. [1−ZO ]YIOTIOW
[X→Y ]
(X,Z)
=
[1−ZO ]YIOTIO
(
W(X)−W
[X→Y ]
(X,Y,Z,T )
−W [X→Y ]
(X,Y,T,Z)
−W [X→Y ]
(X,T,Y,Z)
−
W
[X→Y ]
(X,T,Z,Y )
)
= −([1−ZO ]YIOTIOW [X→Y ](X,T,Z,Y )) which, a priori,
may still be nonzero.
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conditional process matrix for the other two parties Y,Z
is
(W(X))|MX = TrX [MX ⊗ 1YIOZIO ·W(X)]
= TrX [MX⊗1YIOZIO ·(W(X,Y,Z)+W(X,Z,Y ))]
= (W(X,Y,Z))|MX + (W(X,Z,Y ))|MX (B18)
with (W(X,Y,Z))|MX ≥ 0 satisfying
[1−YO]ZIO [(W(X,Y,Z))|MX ] = [[1−YO]ZIOW(X,Y,Z)]|MX = 0,
[1−ZO][(W(X,Y,Z))|MX ] = [[1−ZO]W(X,Y,Z)]|MX = 0
(B19)
(and similarly for (W(X,Z,Y ))|MX ), as follows from
Eq. (24). This shows that (W(X,Y,Z))|MX and
(W(X,Z,Y ))|MX are valid bipartite process matrices com-
patible with the orders Y ≺ Z and Z ≺ Y , respectively,
so that (W(X))|MX is causally separable. Note that for
any ancillary state ρ, W ⊗ ρ also has a decomposition as
in Eq. (22), obtained simply by attaching the ancillary
state to every individual term in the decomposition ofW .
Therefore, the same reasoning as above applies, which
implies that W is causally separable. This thus shows
that the decomposition of Proposition 3 is also a suffi-
cient condition for a matrix W to represent a causally
separable process matrix, which concludes the proof of
that proposition.
Let us mention here that Proposition B3, for the par-
ticular tripartite case where dCO = 1, could also be ob-
tained as a corollary of the general tripartite case consid-
ered by Proposition 3. Indeed, in the case where dCO = 1
the matrices W(A) and W(B) in Eq. (22) are compatible
with the fixed causal orders A ≺ B ≺ C and B ≺ A ≺ C,
respectively (as they are compatible with both A or
B first, and C last); furthermore, the matrix W(C,A,B)
satisfies [1−AO]BIOW(C,A,B) = [1−BO]W(C,A,B) = 0 and
therefore [1−AO]BIOCIW(C,A,B) = [1−BO]CIW(C,A,B) =
0, which implies that it is also compatible with A ≺
B ≺ C; and similarly, the matrix W(C,B,A) is also
compatible with B ≺ A ≺ C. The decomposition of
Eq. (22) thus provides a decomposition in the form W =
W˜(A,B,C) + W˜(B,A,C) with W˜(A,B,C) = W(A) + W(C,A,B)
and W˜(B,A,C) = W(B) + W(C,B,A) satisfying the con-
straints of Eq. (B5).
c. Particular tripartite case with dAI = 1
Another particular tripartite case of interest is one
where one party, say now A, has no incoming space (or
a trivial one, with dAI = 1). The following characterisa-
tion is also obtained as a corollary of the general tripartite
case above.
Proposition B4 (Characterisation of tripartite causally
separable process matrices with dAI = 1). In a tripartite
scenario where party A has no incoming system, a ma-
trix W ∈ AO ⊗ BIO ⊗ CIO is a valid tripartite causally
separable process matrix (as per Definition 5) if and only
if
[1−AO]BIOCIOW = 0 (B20)
and W can be decomposed as
W = W(A,B,C) +W(A,C,B) (B21)
where, for each permutation (X,Y ) of the two parties B
and C, W(A,X,Y ) is a positive semidefinite matrix satis-
fying
[1−XO]YIOW(A,X,Y ) = 0, [1−YO]W(A,X,Y ) = 0 . (B22)
Note already that contrary to the decomposition
of Proposition B3, the two summands W(A,B,C) and
W(A,C,B) above are not necessarily valid process ma-
trices: indeed, they are not required to satisfy
[1−AO]BIOCIOW(A,X,Y ) = 0 (only their sum must sat-
isfy Eq. (B20)). This allows for dynamical causal orders,
where A (incoherently) controls the causal order between
the next parties B and C.
Proof. According to Proposition B7, a causally separa-
ble process matrix W ∈ AO ⊗ BIO ⊗ CIO must have
a decomposition of the form (22) that satisfies the con-
straints (23)–(24).
In particular, the constraints [1−AO]W(B,C,A) =
[1−CO]AOW(B,C,A) = 0 imply [1−CO]W(B,C,A) = 0. The
constraints on W(B,A,C) and W(B,C,A) in turn imply
that [1−AO]CIOW(B) = [1−CO]W(B) = 0, which, to-
gether with [1−BO]AOCIOW(B) = 0, further imply that
[1−AO]BIOCIOW(B) = [1−BO]CIOW(B) = 0. Similarly,
one also has [1−AO]BIOCIOW(C) = [1−CO]BIOW(C) =
[1−BO]W(C) = 0.
It then follows, since W = W(A) + W(B) + W(C) and
[1−AO]BIOCIOW(A) = 0, that [1−AO]BIOCIOW = 0 as
well; furthermore, by defining W˜(A,B,C) = W(A,B,C) +
W(B) and W˜(A,C,B) = W(A,C,B) + W(C), we obtain
the decomposition W = W˜(A,B,C) + W˜(A,C,B) of the
form (B21), with W˜(A,B,C) and W˜(A,C,B) satisfying the
constraints (B22).
Conversely, it is clear that the decomposition of Propo-
sition B4 is a particular case of that of Proposition 3
(with W(B) = W(C) = 0), so that any process matrix
that can be decomposed as in Eq. (B21) and satisfies
Eqs. (B20) and (B22) is causally separable according to
Proposition 3.
d. Allowed and forbidden terms in a Hilbert–Schmidt basis
decomposition
We note that Ref. [17] already provided a character-
isation of general tripartite causally separable process
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matrices—or “extensibly” causally separable process ma-
trices, in their terminology. Let us prove here the equiv-
alence with our own characterisation (Proposition 3) ex-
plicitly.
According to Proposition 3.3 in Ref. [17], every tri-
partite (extensibly) causally separable process matrix
W ∈ AIO ⊗BIO ⊗ CIO can be written in the form
W = W(A) +W(B) +W(C) (B23)
where each W(X) contains only Hilbert-Schmidt terms
(see Appendix A4) that are allowed in a process ma-
trix compatible with party X acting first as per Proposi-
tion 3.2 in [17]—i.e.,W(X) ∈ LX≺{Y,Z} in our language—
and has the form
W(X) = Ω(X,Y,Z) ⊗ 1ZO + Ω(X,Z,Y ) ⊗ 1YO (B24)
where Ω(X,Y,Z) ∈ XIO⊗YIO⊗ZI and Ω(X,Z,Y ) ∈ XIO⊗
YI⊗ZIO are positive semidefinite. (We changed here the
notations of Ref. [17] to match ours; note in particular
that unlike in [17], we again ignore the normalisation
constraints in the decomposition of W .)
Any such process matrix can thus be decomposed as
in Proposition 3, with W(X,Y,Z) = Ω(X,Y,Z) ⊗ 1ZO ≥ 0
(which also implies W(X) = W(X,Y,Z) + W(X,Z,Y ) ≥
0). As W(X) ∈ LX≺{Y,Z}, it satisfies in particular
[1−XO]YIOZIOW(X) = 0 (see Eq. (A13)), as in Eq. (23).
It is furthermore immediate to see that each W(X,Y,Z) =
Ω(X,Y,Z)⊗1ZO satisfies the second constraint in (24), i.e.,
[1−ZO]W(X,Y,Z) = 0. Finally, one has [1−YO]ZIOW(X) = 0
(see again Eq. (A13)) and [1−YO]W(X,Z,Y ) = 0, which im-
plies [1−YO]ZIOW(X,Y,Z) = [1−YO]ZIO (W(X)−W(X,Z,Y )) =
0, i.e., the first constraint in Eq. (24). Thus, any pro-
cess matrix that satisfies the characterisation of Propo-
sition 3.3 from Ref. [17] also satisfies that of our Propo-
sition 3. Conversely, let W be a process matrix that
has a decomposition as in Proposition 3. As discussed
after that proposition, the conditions (23)–(24) imply
that W(X) ∈ LX≺{Y,Z}. Furthermore, W(X,Y,Z) ≥ 0
and [1−ZO]W(X,Y,Z) = 0 implies that W(X,Y,Z) is of
the form Ω(X,Y,Z) ⊗ 1ZO with Ω(X,Y,Z) ≥ 0, so that
W(X) = W(X,Y,Z) +W(X,Z,Y ) is of the form (B24). This
indeed establishes the equivalence of Proposition 3.3 in
Ref. [17] with our Proposition 3.
As emphasised before, the matrices W(X,Y,Z) =
Ω(X,Y,Z) ⊗ 1ZO need not be valid process matrices (the
only requirement is that Ω(X,Y,Z) ≥ 0). Both individ-
ual summands in Eq. (B24) can thus contain terms that
are forbidden in a process matrix compatible with party
X acting first, as long as these terms cancel out in the
sum. More precisely, in addition to the terms that are
allowed in a process matrix with X first, W(X,Y,Z) and
W(X,Z,Y ) can contain terms of the form σXIµ σXOν 1YIOZIO
with σXOν 6= 1XO (i.e., ν ≥ 1). Any other term that is for-
bidden in a process matrix with X first has a nontrivial
σ operator on either YO or ZO, and thus cannot appear
in Ω(X,Y,Z) or Ω(X,Z,Y ), and cannot be cancelled out in
Eq. (B24). In the explicit example of Eq. (41) given at
the end of Sec. IVE, for instance, on can check indeed
thatW(A,B,C) andW(A,C,B) contain the Hilbert-Schmidt
term zˆA
c
O1
BtIOC
t
IO , which come with opposite signs and
cancel out in the sum.
2. General multipartite causally separable process
matrices
a. Necessary condition for causal separability
Let us now prove the necessary condition for general
multipartite causal separability given by Proposition 4.
Proof. Consider an N -partite causally separable pro-
cess matrix W ∈ ANIO. Let us introduce now, for
each party Ak, an extension
⊗
k′∈N\k
(
AkI′
(←k′)
⊗AkI′′
(→k′)
)
of their incoming space, with dimensions dAk
I′
(←k′)
=
dAk′IO
and dAk
I′′
(→k′)
= dAkIO , and let us attach to W
the state ρ =
⊗
k,k′∈N ,k 6=k′
( |Φ+〉〈Φ+|AkI′′(→k′)/Ak′I′(←k) ⊗
|Φ+〉〈Φ+|A
k′
I′′
(→k)
/Ak
I′
(←k′)
)
—i.e., we provide each pair of
parties with two maximally entangled states, which will
allow us to use the teleportation technique in either di-
rection.
According to Definition 5 and Proposition B1,W must
be decomposable as
W =
∑
k∈N
W(k) , (B25)
where each termW(k) is a process matrix compatible with
party Ak acting first, and such that whatever that party
does onW(k)⊗ρ, the resulting conditional process matrix
for the other N − 1 parties is causally separable.
Consider, for a given k ∈ N , the process matrix
W(k) ⊗ ρ, and let party Ak perform, for a given k′ 6= k,
the CP map Mk = |Φ+〉〈Φ+|
AkIO/A
k
I′′
(→k′) ⊗ 1A
k
I′rest ≥ 0,
with AkI′rest = A
k
I′
(←k′)
⊗
k′′∈N\{k,k′}
(
AkI′
(←k′′)
⊗ AkI′′
(→k′′)
)
.
The resulting conditional process matrix for the other
N − 1 parties is then, according to Lemma B1 (with
ρ˜ = TrAk
I′′
(→k′)
Ak
′
I′
(←k)
[ρ]),
(W(k) ⊗ ρ)|Mk ∝ W
AkIO→Ak
′
I′
(←k)
(k) ⊗ Trk TrAk′
I′
(←k)
[ρ] .
(B26)
As this conditional process matrix must be causally
separable, it then follows from Proposition B2
that W
AkIO→Ak
′
I′
(←k)
(k) itself must be causally separable,
which concludes the proof of Proposition 4 (where
W
AkIO→Ak
′
I′
(←k)
(k) was simply denoted W
AkIO→Ak
′
I′
(k) ).
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b. Sufficient condition for causal separability
Here we shall prove the sufficient condition for general
multipartite causal separability given by Proposition 5.
Let us however first prove the claim that was made just
after that proposition, namely that if Eq. (32) is satisfied
for all (k1, . . . , kn), then one also has, for all (k1, . . . , kn)
with 1 ≤ n < N , that
∀ X ⊆ N\{k1, . . . , kn},X 6= ∅,∏
i∈X [1−AiO]A
N\{k1,...,kn}\X
IO
W(k1,...,kn) = 0. (B27)
Proof. This can be seen (by induction) as follows. As-
sume that Eq. (32) is satisfied for all (k1, . . . , kn).
Eq. (B27) is indeed satisfied for all (k1, . . . , kn) for n =
N − 1, as in that case W(k1,...,kN−1) = W(k1,...,kN−1,kN )
satisfies
[1−AkNO ]
W(k1,...,kN−1) = 0 by assumption (32).
Suppose then that for a given value of n ≥ 2,
Eq. (B27) is satisfied for all (k1, . . . , kn). Consider a
given ordered subset of parties (k1, . . . , kn−1) and a given
nonempty subset X ⊆ N\{k1, . . . , kn−1}, and define for
ease of notation the linear function fX{k1,...,kn−1}(W ) :=∏
i∈X [1−AiO]A
N\{k1,...,kn−1}\X
IO
W .
Let then kn ∈ N\{k1, . . . , kn−1}. If X = {kn} then
fX (W(k1,...,kn)) = [1−AknO ]A
N\{k1,...,kn−1,kn}
IO
W(k1,...,kn) = 0
according to Eq. (32). If on the other
hand X 6= {kn}, then depending on whether
kn ∈ X or kn /∈ X , we have fX (W(k1,...,kn)) =
[1−AknO ](∏i∈X′ [1−AiO]AN\{k1,...,kn−1,kn}\X′IO W(k1,...,kn))
with X ′ = X\kn, or fX (W(k1,...,kn)) =
AknIO
(∏
i∈X [1−AiO]A
N\{k1,...,kn−1,kn}\X
IO
W(k1,...,kn)). In
both cases, X (′) ⊆ N\{k1, . . . , kn},X (′) 6= ∅, so that
by the induction hypothesis fX (W(k1,...,kn)) = 0,
which thus holds for all kn ∈ N\{k1, . . . , kn−1}. As
W(k1,...,kn−1) =
∑
kn∈N\{k1,...,kn−1}W(k1,...,kn−1,kn), we
also have fX (W(k1,...,kn−1)) = 0, which, by induction,
concludes the proof of Eq. (B27) for all ordered subsets
(k1, . . . , kn) with 1 ≤ n < N .
In particular for the case n = 1, Eq. (B27) together
with Eq. (32) imply that each matrix W(k1) is a valid
process matrix compatible with party Ak1 acting first
(see Eq. (A13)).
Let us now prove Proposition 5 by induction.
Proof. Clearly, it trivially holds for N = 1 (in which case
Eq. (32) ensures in particular that W is a valid process
matrix). (Note also that for N = 2 and 3, it reduces to
the sufficient conditions of Propositions 2 and 3, respec-
tively.)
Suppose Proposition 5 holds in the (N−1)-partite case,
and consider a matrixW ∈ ANIO that can be decomposed
as in Eq. (30), with all partial sums W(k1,...,kn) satisfying
Eq. (32). Then we have
W =
∑
k1∈N
W(k1) (B28)
with (as noted above) each W(k1) being a valid process
matrix compatible with party Ak1 acting first.
Consider a CP map Mk1 applied by party Ak1 on
W(k1) =
∑
pi∈Π(k1) Wpi. The resulting conditional process
matrix for the remaining N − 1 parties is
(W(k1))|Mk1 := Trk1 [Mk1 ⊗ 1N\k1 ·W(k1)]
=
∑
pi∈Π(k1)
(Wpi)|Mk1 (B29)
with (Wpi)|Mk1 := Trk1 [Mk1 ⊗ 1N\k1 · Wpi]. By denot-
ing by ΠN\k1 the set of permutations of N\k1 (and by
Π
N\k1
(k2,...,kn)
the set of those that start with k2, . . . , kn),
by writing any permutation pi of N that starts with
k1 as pi = (k1, pi′) with pi′ ∈ ΠN\k1 , and by defin-
ing [(W(k1))|Mk1 ]pi′ := (W(k1,pi′))|Mk1 , we can re-write
Eq. (B29) as
(W(k1))|Mk1 =
∑
pi′∈ΠN\k1
[(W(k1))|Mk1 ]pi′ , (B30)
in a similar form to Eq. (30). For n = 2, . . . , N , and for
any ordered subset of parties (k2, . . . , kn) of N\{k1}, the
partial sums
[(W(k1))|Mk1 ](k2,...,kn) :=
∑
pi′∈ΠN\k1
(k2,...,kn)
[(W(k1))|Mk1 ]pi′
=
∑
pi∈Π(k1,k2,...,kn)
(Wpi)|Mk1
= (W(k1,k2,...,kn))|Mk1 (B31)
then satisfy
[1−AknO ]A
N\{k1}\{k2,...,kn}
IO
[(W(k1))|Mk1 ](k2,...,kn)
=
[1−AknO ]A
N\{k1,k2,...,kn}
IO
[(W(k1,k2,...,kn))|Mk1 ]
= (
[1−AknO ]A
N\{k1,k2,...,kn}
IO
W(k1,k2,...,kn))|Mk1 = 0
(B32)
by assumption (32). Thus, Eq. (B30) provides a decom-
position of the (N−1)-partite process matrix (W(k1))|Mk1
of the same form as in Eq. (30), with positive semidefinite
matrices [(W(k1))|Mk1 ]pi′ and with all partial sums satis-
fying the analogue constraints as those of Eq. (32). By
the induction hypothesis, this implies that (W(k1))|Mk1 is
causally separable.
Note that the exact same reasoning also goes through
if instead ofW we considerW⊗ρ with any ancillary state
ρ. Indeed, W ⊗ρ also has a decomposition as in Eq. (30)
obtained simply by attaching the ρ to every individual
term in the decomposition of W . This shows that W
is causally separable, and by induction this proves that
the decomposition of Proposition 5 is indeed a sufficient
condition for W to be causally separable.
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For clarity and to get some better intuition on how
it generalises the characterisation of Proposition 3 for
the tripartite case, let us write the sufficient condition of
Proposition 5 explicitly in the fourpartite case:
Proposition B5 (Sufficient condition for fourpartite causally separable process matrices). If a matrix W ∈ AIO ⊗
BIO ⊗ CIO ⊗DIO can be decomposed as
W = W(A) + W(B) + W(C) + W(D)︷ ︸︸ ︷ ︷ ︸︸ ︷ ︷ ︸︸ ︷ ︷ ︸︸ ︷
= W(A,B) + W(A,C) + W(A,D) + · · · + · · · + · · ·︷ ︸︸ ︷ ︷ ︸︸ ︷ ︷ ︸︸ ︷ ︷︸︸︷ ︷︸︸︷ ︷︸︸︷ ︷︸︸︷ ︷︸︸︷ ︷︸︸︷ ︷︸︸︷ ︷︸︸︷ ︷︸︸︷
= W(A,B,C,D)+W(A,B,D,C) + W(A,C,B,D)+W(A,C,D,B) + W(A,D,B,C)+W(A,D,C,B) + · · · + · · · + · · ·
(B33)
with, for each permutation of the four parties (X,Y, Z, T ), positive semidefinite matrices W(X,Y,Z,T ), W(X,Y ) :=
W(X,Y,Z,T ) +W(X,Y,T,Z) and W(X) := W(X,Y ) +W(X,Z) +W(X,T ) satisfying
[1−XO]YIOZIOTIOW(X) = 0 , (B34)
[1−YO]ZIOTIOW(X,Y ) = 0 , (B35)
[1−ZO]TIOW(X,Y,Z,T ) = 0 , [1−TO]W(X,Y,Z,T ) = 0 , (B36)
then W is a valid fourpartite causally separable process matrix (as per our Definition 5).
It follows from Eqs. (B35)–(B36) that for each
party X, W(X) also satisfies [1−YO]ZIOTIOW(X) =
[1−YO][1−ZO]TIOW(X) = [1−YO][1−ZO][1−TO]W(X) = 0 for
all X 6= Y 6= Z 6= T (see Eq. (B27)). This, together
with Eq. (B34) and the fact that W(X) ≥ 0, implies that
W(X) is a valid process matrix, compatible with party X
acting first (see Eq. (A13)).
Similarly, it follows from Eq. (B36) that for each pair
of parties X,Y , W(X,Y ) also satisfies [1−ZO]TIOW(X,Y ) =
[1−ZO][1−TO]W(X,Y ) = 0 for all X 6= Y 6= Z 6= T . This,
together with Eq. (B35) and the fact that W(X,Y ) ≥ 0,
implies that whatever CP map MX party X applies, the
conditional process matrix (W(X,Y ))|MX is a valid tripar-
tite process matrix for parties Y,Z, T , compatible with
party Y acting first.
Finally, Eq. (B36) implies that whatever CP maps
MX , MY parties X and Y apply, the conditional matrix
(W(X,Y,Z,T ))|MX⊗MY is a valid bipartite process matrix
for parties Z, T , compatible with party Z acting first.
3. Fourpartite causally separable process matrices
in the particular case with dDO = 1
Consider now a fourpartite situation where party D
has no outgoing system (or a trivial one, with dDO = 1).
It turns out that in such a case our sufficient condition
above is also necessary, and it simplifies as follows (note
the similarity with Proposition 3).
Proposition B6 (Characterisation of fourpartite causally separable process matrices with dDO = 1). In a fourpartite
scenario where party D has no outgoing system, a matrix W ∈ AIO ⊗BIO ⊗CIO ⊗DI is a valid fourpartite causally
separable process matrix (as per Definition 5) if and only if it can be decomposed as
W = W(A) + W(B) + W(C)
=
︷ ︸︸ ︷
W(A,B,C,D) +W(A,C,B,D) +
︷ ︸︸ ︷
W(B,A,C,D) +W(B,C,A,D) +
︷ ︸︸ ︷
W(C,A,B,D) +W(C,B,A,D)
(B37)
where, for each permutation (X,Y, Z) of the three parties A, B and C, W(X,Y,Z,D) and W(X) := W(X,Y,Z,D) +
W(X,Z,Y,D) are positive semidefinite matrices satisfying
[1−XO]YIOZIODIW(X) = 0 , (B38)
[1−YO]ZIODIW(X,Y,Z,D) = 0 , [1−ZO]DIW(X,Y,Z,D) = 0 . (B39)
Proof. According to the necessary condition of Proposi-
tion 4, a causally separable process matrix W ∈ AIO ⊗
BIO ⊗CIO ⊗DI must have a decomposition of the form
W = W(A) + W(B) + W(C) + W(D) where each W(X) is
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a process matrix compatible with X first, such that for
any Y 6= X, WXIO→YI′(X) is causally separable.
Consider first X = A, and note already that as W(A)
is compatible with A first, one has, from Eq. (A13),
[1−AO]BIOCIODIW(A) = 0. (B40)
Taking now Y = B, we have that WAIO→BI′(A) ∈ BII′O ⊗
CIO ⊗ DI is a tripartite causally separable process ma-
trix in a scenario where one party (D) has no outgoing
space. Using the characterisation of Proposition B3, and
re-attributing the system BI′ back to AIO (as we did,
e.g., in the proof of Proposition B3), we obtain thatW(A)
must have a decomposition of the form
W(A) = W(A,B,C,D) +W(A,C,B,D) (B41)
with W(A,B,C,D),W(A,C,B,D) ≥ 0 satisfying
[1−BO]CIODIW(A,B,C,D) = [1−CO]DIW(A,B,C,D) = 0,
[1−CO]AIOBIODIW(A,C,B,D) = [1−BO]DIW(A,C,B,D) = 0.
(B42)
The first line further implies that
[1−CO]BIODIW(A,B,C,D) = 0; noting that
[1−CO]BIODIW(A) = 0 as well (as W(A) is compat-
ible with A first, see again Eq. (A13)) and that
W(A,C,B,D) = W(A) −W(A,B,C,D), we also have
[1−CO]BIODIW(A,C,B,D) = 0. (B43)
Hence, the termW(A) can be decomposed as in Eq. (B37),
with the corresponding constraints being satisfied. The
same holds, in a similar way, for the terms W(B) and
W(C).
Consider now W(D). Taking e.g. Y = A, we have that
W
DI→AI′
(D) ∈ AII′O ⊗ BIO ⊗ CIO is a tripartite causally
separable process matrix, which must have a decomposi-
tion as in Proposition 3. After relabelling the matrices
W(X,Y,Z) from Eq. (22) in the decomposition thus ob-
tained to WDI→AI′(X,Y,Z,D), re-attributing the system AI′ back
to DI and applying the map DI · to all constraints of
Eqs. (23)–(24), we find that W(D) also has a decomposi-
tion as in Eq. (B37) that satisfies the constraints (B38)–
(B39).
Altogether,W is thus a combination of terms that have
a decomposition as in Proposition B6; combining these
decompositions, it directly follows that W itself has a
decomposition of the form of Eq. (B37) that satisfies the
required constraints.
Conversely, it is easy to see that if a matrix W has a
decomposition of the form (B37), then it is also of the
form (B33) (where all terms W(X,Y,Z,T ) with D 6= T
are 0, and thus only the terms W(X,Y,Z,D) = W(X,Y ) re-
main). Furthermore, if the decomposition satisfies the
constraints of Eqs. (B38)–(B39), then it also satisfies
those of Eqs. (B34)–(B36). According to Proposition 5,
this implies that such a process matrix W is causally
separable.
One can further simplify the characterisation above in
the particular fourpartite case where, in addition to one
party (D) having no outgoing system, one also has a
party (A) with no incoming system. We then obtain the
following:
Proposition B7 (Characterisation of fourpartite
causally separable process matrices with dAI = 1 and
dDO = 1). In a fourpartite scenario where party A has
no incoming system and party D has no outgoing system,
a matrix W ∈ AO⊗BIO⊗CIO⊗DI is a valid fourpartite
causally separable process matrix (as per Definition 5) if
and only if
[1−AO]BIOCIODIW = 0 (B44)
and W can be decomposed as
W = W(A,B,C,D) +W(A,C,B,D) (B45)
where, for each permutation (X,Y ) of the two parties
B and C, W(A,X,Y,D) is a positive semidefinite matrix
satisfying
[1−XO]YIODIW(A,X,Y,D) = 0, [1−YO]DIW(A,X,Y,D) = 0 .
(B46)
We emphasise again that the two summands
W(A,B,C,D) and W(A,C,B,D) above are not necessarily
valid process matrices, thus allowing for dynamical causal
orders. We omit the proof of Proposition B7 here, as it
follows that of Proposition B4 very closely. We note, as
an aside, that both Propositions B3 and B4 could be ob-
tained as corollaries of Proposition B7 after removing one
party. Namely, by imposing dAO = 1 above (which, in
particular, makes Eq. (B44) trivial), ignoring A and rela-
belling (B,C,D)→ (A,B,C) we obtain Proposition B3;
by imposing dDI = 1 instead in Proposition B7 we di-
rectly obtain Proposition B4.
To conclude this section, we further note that Propo-
sitions B6 and B7 generalise straightforwardly to cases
with more parties D,E, . . . that have no outgoing spaces
(by simply replacing DI by DIEI · · · ). Hence, we can
give necessary and sufficient conditions for causal sep-
arability in any N -partite scenario in which at most 3
parties have nontrivial outgoing spaces.
Appendix C: Explicit witness of causal
nonseparability for W act.
In this appendix we provide an explicit witness of
causal nonseparability for the process matrix W act. in-
troduced in Sec. III C.
According to Eq. (G5) in Appendix G2 below, in the
tripartite scenario in whichW act. is defined, where dCO =
1, the cone of causal witnesses can be characterised as
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S = {S ∈ AIOBIOCI | S = S(+)A + S(1)A + S(2)A with S(+)A ≥ 0, [1−AO]BIOCIS(1)A = S(1)A , [1−BO]CIS(2)A = S(2)A ,
S = S
(+)
B + S
(1)
B + S
(2)
B with S
(+)
B ≥ 0, [1−BO]AIOCIS(1)B = S(1)B , [1−AO]CIS(2)B = S(2)B
}
. (C1)
Using the approach of Sec. IVD, we obtained the following causal witness for W act., written, as in the definition (10)
of W act., in the order CIAIBIAOBO:
Sact. =
1
4
[
1(11−zˆzˆ)(11−zˆzˆ)− 2
3
1(xˆxˆ+yˆyˆ)(1zˆ+zˆ1)
+
1√
3
zˆ(1zˆ−zˆ1)(11−zˆzˆ) + 1√
3
xˆ(xˆyˆ−yˆxˆ)(1zˆ−zˆ1) + 1
3
yˆ(xˆxˆ+yˆyˆ)(1zˆ−zˆ1)
]
. (C2)
To see that Sact. indeed defines a valid causal wit-
ness, one can verify that it admits decompositions as in
Eq. (C1) above, with (still written in the same order)
S
(1)
A = 0, S
(2)
A =
1
4 [− 431(xˆxˆ+yˆyˆ)1zˆ], S(+)A = Sact. − S(2)A
and similarly S(1)B = 0, S
(2)
B =
1
4 [− 431(xˆxˆ+yˆyˆ)zˆ1],
S
(+)
B = S
act. − S(2)B . One can easily check that all con-
straints in Eq. (C1) are satisfied.
With Sact. thus defined, one finds Tr[Sact. ·W act.] =
−( 4√
3
−2) < 0, which proves thatW act. is indeed causally
nonseparable according to our Definition 5—or equiv-
alently, to Araújo et al.’s Definition 2, or “extensibly
causally nonseparable” according to Definition 4—even
though, as proven in Sec. III C, it is causally separable
according to OG’s Definition 3.
Since the causal witness Sact. above was obtained with
the SDP optimisation technique described in Sec. IVD, it
allows us to determine the robustness of W act. to white
noise. From Eq. (39) we thus find that its random ro-
bustness is r∗ = −Tr[Sact. ·W act.] = 4√
3
− 2 ' 0.31.
“Activation” of causal nonseparability with W act.
It is instructive to see explicitly how causal nonsep-
arability can be “activated” by attaching an entangled
ancillary state to W act..
Recall that W act. is compatible with party C acting
first. As shown in Sec. III C, it is such that for any CP
map (or POVM element) M~c applied by C, the condi-
tional bipartite process matrix (W act.)|M~c is causally sep-
arable. This is precisely why W act. is considered to be
causally separable according to OG’s Definition 3.
Consider now attaching an ancillary maximally entan-
gled state ρ = |Φ+〉〈Φ+|AI′/CI′ , shared by A and C with
dimensions dAI′ = dCI′ = dCI , and letting C project his
two incoming systems onto |Φ+〉〈Φ+|CI/CI′ . The result-
ing conditional process matrix (W act. ⊗ ρ)|MC=|Φ+〉〈Φ+|
shared by A and B is then (up to normalisation)
(W act.)CI→AI′ , i.e., it is formally represented by the
same matrix as W act., Eq. (10), with party C’s incom-
ing system now given to party A (see Lemma B1 of Ap-
pendix B). One can verify that (W act. ⊗ ρ)|MC=|Φ+〉〈Φ+|
thus obtained is causally nonseparable by constructing a
(bipartite) causal witness using, for instance, the explicit
characterisation of Eq. (G3) below, in a similar way to
what we did for W act. above.
Note, however, that this argument is not sufficient to
conclude that W act. is (extensibly) causally nonsepara-
ble: one indeed needs to prove that for any possible de-
composition of the formW act.⊗ρ = W ρ(A) +W ρ(B) +W ρ(C)
with each W ρ(X) compatible with party X acting first,
there exist CP maps MA, MB , or MC , that make either
(W ρ(A))|MA , (W
ρ
(B))|MB or (W
ρ
(C))|MC causally nonsepa-
rable.22 Our construction of a causal witness for W act.
22 Indeed, a process matrix compatible with C first (in short, of
the form W = W(C)), and such that for some CP map MC
the conditional process matrix W|MC is causally nonseparable,
may still be causally separable if it also has another, causally
separable, decomposition of the formW = W ′
(A)
+W ′
(B)
+W ′
(C)
.
An example is for instance W = W0 ⊗ |Φ+〉〈Φ+|AI′/CI′ with
(written again in the order CIAIBIAOBO)
W0 =
1
8
[
(111 + 1zˆzˆ + zˆ1zˆ + zˆzˆ1)11
+ 1√
2
(xˆxˆxˆ− xˆyˆyˆ− yˆxˆyˆ− yˆyˆxˆ)xˆ1
+ 1√
2
(yˆyˆyˆ− yˆxˆxˆ− xˆyˆxˆ− xˆxˆyˆ)1yˆ
]
. (C3)
One can check that W ∈ LC≺{A,B} and that with MC =
|Φ+〉〈Φ+|CI/CI′ , the bipartite conditional process matrix W|MC
is causally nonseparable—even thoughW is also compatible with
the fixed order A ≺ B ≺ C (and is hence causally separable).
(Here the ancillary entangled state attached to W0 and the CP
map MC allow party C to “teleport” their incoming system in
W0 to A; the same observation holds if C teleports his system
to B instead.)
A similar observation can be made at the level of correlations: a
tripartite correlation P (a, b, c|x, y, z) compatible with C first and
such that the bipartite conditional correlation Pz,c(a, b|x, y) :=
P (a, b|x, y, z, c) is noncausal for some z, c may in general still
be causal. An example with binary inputs and outputs 0, 1 is
P (a, b, c|x, y, z) := 1
2
δb,xδc,a⊕y , which is indeed compatible with
C first (as P (c|x, y, z) = 1
2
does not depend on x, y) and is such
that conditioned on C’s output c = 0, the resulting conditional
bipartite correlation Pz,c=0(a, b|x, y) = δb,xδa,y shared by A and
B is noncausal (it violates the “Guess Your Neighbour’s Input”
inequality [34] maximally). Nevertheless, P is clearly also com-
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confirms nonetheless that this must indeed be the case,
which allows us conclude, using OG’s terminology, that
the entangled ancillary state ρ introduced here indeed
“activates” the causal nonseparability of W act..
Appendix D: Equivalence between Oreshkov and
Giarmatzi’s extensible causal (non)separability and
our definition of causal (non)separability
In this appendix we prove that OG’s Definition 4 of
extensible causal (non)separability and our Definition 5
of multipartite causal (non)separability are equivalent.
Proof. Let W be an N -partite process matrix that is
causally separable as per our Definition 5. The con-
ditional (N−1)-partite process matrices (W ρ(k))|Mk =
Trk[Mk ⊗1N\k · W ρ(k)] in Definition 5 are again causally
separable (as per our definition), and thus fulfil in partic-
ular Definition 3. Therefore, W ⊗ ρ is causally separable
as per OG’s Definition 3 (OG-CS) for any ANI′ and any
ancillary quantum state ρ ∈ ANI′ . That is,W is extensibly
causally separable as per OG’s Definition 4 (OG-ECS).
The proof of the converse is more involved. The idea is
to consider, for an N -partite OG-ECS process matrix W
and two ancillary quantum states ρ′ and ρ′′, the extended
process matrices W ⊗ρ′ and W ⊗ρ′⊗ρ′′, which are both
OG-CS. By comparing the corresponding decompositions
we will show that the conditional (N−1)-partite process
matrices obtained from the decomposition of W ⊗ ρ′ are
not only OG-CS, but also OG-ECS. From there, one can
conclude by induction thatW then also satisfies our Def-
inition 5.
The difficulty here is that the causally separable de-
composition of W ⊗ ρ (for ρ = ρ′ or ρ = ρ′ ⊗ ρ′′ in our
case here) depends, a priori, on ρ. The following propo-
sition states, however, that there exists a decomposition
of W that provides a unique causally separable decom-
position of W ⊗ ρ for any ρ.
Proposition D1. Any N -partite extensibly causally sep-
arable (OG-ECS) process matrix W , as per Definition 4,
can be decomposed as
W =
∑
k∈N
qkW(k), (D1)
patible with the fixed order A ≺ B ≺ C, and is hence causal.
Note that the argument given by OG in Ref. [17] to show activa-
tion of causal nonseparability consisted precisely in proving that,
after attaching an ancillary state, the correlations generated by a
given tripartite process matrix were compatible with C first and
such that the bipartite conditional correlation Pz,c(a, b|x, y) was
noncausal. In that case, however, C was performing a determin-
istic operation (i.e., c could only take a single fixed value), so this
argument was enough, in their case, to prove that the tripartite
correlation under consideration was indeed noncausal [22, 46].
with qk ≥ 0,
∑
k qk = 1, and where for each k, W(k) is
a process matrix compatible with party Ak acting first,
and is such that for any extension ANI′ , any ancillary
quantum state ρ ∈ ANI′ and any possible CP map Mk ∈
AkII′O applied by party Ak, the conditional (N−1)-partite
process matrix (W(k)⊗ρ)|Mk := Trk[Mk⊗1N\k ·W(k)⊗ρ]
is causally separable (OG-CS) as per Definition 3.
Proof. Consider an N -partite OG-ECS process matrix
W . By Definition 4, for any extension ANI′ and any state
ρ ∈ ANI′ , the extended N -partite process matrix W ⊗ ρ
must have a decomposition of the form
W ⊗ ρ =
∑
k∈N
qkW
ρ
(k), (D2)
where for each k, W ρ(k) is a process matrix compatible
with party Ak acting first, and such that whatever that
party does, the resulting conditional process matrix for
the other (N−1) parties is OG-CS.
By an argument similar to that of Proposition B1,
it is easy to see that W ρ(k) can without loss of gener-
ality be taken to be of the form W ρ(k) = W(k) ⊗ ρ.
We emphasise again that the convex decomposition of
W =
∑
k∈N qkW(k) that then follows from Eq. (D2)
could a priori depend on the ancillary state ρ. We will
however now show that for all extensions and ancillary
quantum states one can choose the same decomposition
of W .
First, note that for any finite set of extensions
{ANI1 , ANI2 , . . . , ANIn} and ancillary quantum states {ρ1 ∈
ANI1 , ρ2 ∈ ANI2 , . . . , ρn ∈ ANIn} under consideration, one
can indeed choose the same decomposition—consider the
ancillary state ρ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρn ∈ ANI1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ANIn , and the
corresponding decomposition
W ⊗ ρ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρn =
∑
k∈N
qkW(k) ⊗ ρ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρn, (D3)
with eachW(k)⊗ρ1⊗· · ·⊗ρn—and therefore, eachW(k)—
a process matrix compatible with party Ak acting first,
and such that for any operationMk applied by Ak the re-
sulting conditional process matrix (W(k)⊗ρ1⊗· · ·⊗ρn)|Mk
for the other (N−1) parties is OG-CS. Proposition B2
now implies that these conditional process matrices re-
main causally separable when tracing out all but one an-
cillary states in the tensor product. Therefore, the de-
composition of W obtained from Eq. (D3) can be chosen
for any of the individual ρj ∈ ANIj .
Next, one uses the following result from basic topology:
Theorem 2.36 in Ref. [47]. If {Kα} is a collection of
compact subsets of a metric space X such that the inter-
section of every finite subcollection of {Kα} is nonempty,
then
⋂
Kα is nonempty.
Here, let the index set be the set of all possible ancil-
lary quantum states (of any dimension), and the set Kρ,
indexed by some quantum state ρ, be the set of possible
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causally separable decompositions of W corresponding
to the ancillary state ρ. The finite intersection property
follows from the observation above—for any finite set of
ancillary states {ρ1, . . . , ρn}, there exists a common de-
composition, that is, the intersection Kρ1 ∩ · · · ∩Kρn is
nonempty. As the conditions of the above Theorem are
satisfied,23 it guarantees that the intersection
⋂
Kρ over
all quantum states ρ is nonempty. That is, there exists
indeed a convex decomposition of W ,
W =
∑
k∈N
qkW(k), (D5)
with qk ≥ 0,
∑
k qk = 1, and where for each k, W(k) is a
process matrix compatible with party Ak acting first, and
is such that for any extension ANI′ , any ancillary quantum
state ρ ∈ ANI′ and any possible CP map Mk ∈ AkII′O ap-
plied by party Ak, the conditional (N−1)-partite process
matrix (W(k) ⊗ ρ)|Mk is OG-CS.
One can now prove by induction that any OG-ECS
process matrix is causally separable according to our Def-
inition 5. In the single-partite case (N=1), the claim is
trivial. Suppose, for N ≥ 2, that the claim holds true
in the (N−1)-partite case. Let then W be an N -partite
OG-ECS process matrix. According to Proposition D1,
W has a decomposition of the form (D1), such that for
any k, for any arbitrary extensions ANI′ , A
N\k
I′′ , any an-
cillary quantum states ρ′ ∈ ANI′ , ρ′′ ∈ AN\kI′′ , and any
CP map Mk ∈ AkII′O applied by party Ak, the condi-
tional (N−1)-partite process matrices (W(k)⊗ρ′)|Mk and
(W(k) ⊗ ρ′ ⊗ ρ′′)|Mk = (W(k) ⊗ ρ′)|Mk ⊗ ρ′′ are OG-CS.
That is, for any ANI′ , ρ
′ and Mk, (W(k) ⊗ ρ′)|Mk is OG-
ECS—and therefore, by the induction hypothesis, it is
causally separable according to our Definition 5. Sum-
ming up, we thus have, for any ANI′ and any ρ
′ ∈ ANI′ ,
a decomposition of the form W ⊗ ρ′ = ∑k qkW(k) ⊗ ρ′
such that for any Mk ∈ AkII′O, (W(k)⊗ ρ′)|Mk is causally
separable. This means thatW itself is causally separable
as per our Definition 5, which concludes the proof.
23 More precisely, let X be the space of N -tuples of Hermitian ma-
trices ~W = (W(1), . . . ,W(N)), equipped with the standard Eu-
clidean metric, and let the sets Kρ be defined as
Kρ :=
{
(W(1), . . . ,W(N))
∣∣∣ (∑Nk=1W(k) = W) and(
W(k) ∈ LAk≺(N\Ak) ∀k
)
and
(
W(k) ≥ 0 ∀k
)
and
(
(W(k) ⊗ ρ)|Mk is OG-CS ∀k,Mk
)}
. (D4)
It follows from the positivity of theW(k)’s and the normalisation
of W that the sets Kρ are bounded. One can further easily con-
vince oneself that the sets characterised by the four individual
conditions in Eq. (D4) are closed, and thus, as it is the intersec-
tion of closed sets, that Kρ is closed. The sets Kρ being bounded
and closed, it follows from the Heine-Borel theorem that they are
compact, as required for Theorem 2.36 in Ref. [47] to be appli-
cable here.
Appendix E: Causally separable process matrices
can only generate causal correlations
Here we show explicitly that causally separable process
matrices, according to our Definition 5, can only gener-
ate so-called “causal correlations” (even when attaching
ancillary entangled states).
Let us first recall the definition of N -partite causal
correlations given in Ref. [22] (which is equivalent to that
first introduced in Ref. [17]):
Definition E1 (N -partite causal correlations). For
N = 1, any correlation P (a1|x1) is causal. For N ≥ 2,
an N -partite correlation P (~a|~x) is said to be causal if
and only if it can be decomposed as
P (~a|~x) =
∑
k∈N
qk Pk(ak|xk)Pk,xk,ak(~aN\k|~xN\k), (E1)
with qk ≥ 0,
∑
k qk = 1, where (for each k) Pk(ak|xk) is
a single-partite (and hence causal) correlation and (for
each k, xk, ak) Pk,xk,ak(~aN\k|~xN\k) is a causal (N−1)-
partite correlation.
By this definition, for N = 1, any correlation—
and in particular, any correlation generated by a (triv-
ially) causally separable single-partite process matrix—is
causal.
Assume, for N > 1, that any correlation generated
by a (N−1)-partite causally separable process matrix is
causal. Consider then an N -partite process matrix W ∈
ANIO, some ancillary state ρ ∈ ANI′ , and some CP maps
Mak|xk ∈ ANII′O (for any k, xk, ak), which all together
generate the probability distribution
P (~a|~x) = Tr[Ma1|x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗MaN |xN ·W ⊗ ρ], (E2)
as in Eq. (4). Assuming that W is causally separable,
according to Definition 5 W ⊗ ρ can be decomposed as
in Eq. (13), which allows us to write
P (~a|~x) =
∑
k∈N
qk Tr[Ma1|x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗MaN |xN ·W ρ(k)].
(E3)
Here W ρ(k) is compatible with party Ak acting first, so
that for any set of CPTP maps Mxk′ with k
′ 6= k,
Tr[Mak|xk
⊗
k′∈N\k
Mxk′ ·W ρ(k)]
= Tr[Mak|xk
⊗
k′∈N\k
1
d
Ak
′
O
·W ρ(k)] =
1
d
A
N\k
O
Tr[(W ρ(k))|Mak|xk ],
(E4)
which does not depend on the choice of CPTP maps
Mxk′ , and defines a probability distribution Pk(ak|xk)
for party Ak.
The conditional process matrix (W ρ(k))|Mak|xk for par-
ties in N\k can be renormalised (when nonzero) by
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defining (W˜ ρ(k))|Mak|xk :=
1
Pk(ak|xk) (W
ρ
(k))|Mak|xk , so that
(W˜ ρ(k))|Mak|xk is now a properly normalised process ma-
trix (according to Eq. (E4) above that defines Pk(ak|xk),
we indeed have Tr[(W˜ ρ(k))|Mak|xk ] = dAN\kO
, as required
by Eq. (A3)). We can then write Eq. (E3) as
P (~a|~x) =
∑
k∈N
qk Tr[
⊗
k′∈N\k
Mak′ |xk′ · (W ρ(k))|Mak|xk ]
=
∑
k∈N
qk Pk(ak|xk)Pk,xk,ak(~aN\k|~xN\k) (E5)
with
Pk,xk,ak(~aN\k|~xN\k) := Tr[
⊗
k′∈N\k
Mak′ |xk′ ·(W˜ ρ(k))|Mak|xk ].
(E6)
Now, by assumption and according to Definition 5
(W˜ ρ(k))|Mak|xk must a causally separable process matrix;
by the induction hypothesis it can only generate causal
correlations, which implies that Pk,xk,ak(~aN\k|~xN\k) is
causal. Eq. (E5) thus provides a causal decomposition
of P (~a|~x) as in Eq. (E1) of Definition E1, which proves
that the correlation P (~a|~x) obtained from the N -partite
causally separable process matrixW is causal, and which,
by induction, concludes the proof.
Appendix F: Relationship between our necessary
and sufficient conditions for causal separability
1. A necessary but not sufficient condition
In our recursive necessary condition of Proposition 4
for general multipartite causal separability, we require
the (N−1)-partite process matrices WA
k
IO→Ak
′
I′
(k) to be
causally separable for each k′ 6= k. In the tripartite
case, it is not necessary to impose this explicitly, since
considering the teleportation of Ak’s systems to some ar-
bitrary Ak′ yields necessary conditions that already co-
incide with the sufficient conditions for tripartite causal
separability (see the proof in Appendix B 1 b). In the
general case, however, considering the teleportation to
just one or some of the parties yields weaker necessary
conditions that may not be sufficient. In this appendix
we present an explicit fourpartite example.
We consider the fourpartite scenario where A has a
trivial incoming space (dAI = 1) and D has a trivial out-
going space (dDO = 1), and define the following matrix
in AO ⊗BIO ⊗ CIO ⊗DI :
W gap :=
1
8
[
1
⊗6 +
1√
2
zˆ(1zˆzˆ1 + zˆ1xˆzˆ)1
]
. (F1)
It is easy to verify that W gap satisfies Eq. (18)
for Ak = A, i.e., that it is a valid process ma-
trix compatible with party A acting first (note its
similarity with the original process matrix of Ore-
shkov, Costa and Brukner [2]). Furthermore, it
satisfies [1−BO]AOCIODIW
gap = [1−CO]AODIW
gap =
[1−DO]W
gap = 0 (as well as [1−CO]AOBIODIW
gap =
[1−BO]AODIW
gap = 0). Thus, W gap can be decomposed
as in Eqs. (27)–(28) with Y = D and a single term in the
decomposition, W gap = W(A) = W
[A→D]
(A,B) = W
[A→D]
(A,B,C,D)
(or W gap = W(A) = W
[A→D]
(A,C) = W
[A→D]
(A,C,B,D)) satisfying
Eq. (29). In other words, the tripartite conditional pro-
cess matrix that we obtain by teleporting AO to DI′ is
causally separable (it is compatible with both fixed causal
orders B ≺ C ≺ D and C ≺ B ≺ D).
However, this is not the case when teleporting AO to
BI′ , or to CI′ . W gap indeed cannot be decomposed as
in Eq. (28) with Y = B or C, and is thus causally non-
separable. This can be certified by the causal witness
(obtained as described in Sec. IVD, with the characteri-
sation of Eq. (G11) in Appendix G2)
Sgap :=
1
8
[
1
⊗6 − zˆ(1zˆzˆ1 + zˆ1xˆzˆ)1
]
, (F2)
for which we obtain Tr[W gap · Sgap] = 1−√2 < 0.
This shows that, in the general multipartite case, there
is indeed a gap between the necessary conditions obtained
by teleporting to just some of the parties and those ob-
tained by teleporting to each of the parties, and that the
former are not sufficient.
(Note that in the example above DI did not play any
role, as we always had 1DI in all terms. We could in
fact consider the case where DI is also trivial, dDI = 1.
We kept here a nontrivial system DI to clarify the fact
thatW gap was defined in a fourpartite scenario, and that
party D does play a role in the argument.)
2. Numerically investigating the (in)equivalence of
our necessary and sufficient conditions
In order to investigate whether the (full version of the)
necessary condition in Proposition 4 and the sufficient
condition in Proposition 5 differ in general, we conducted
numerical testing to see whether we could find process
matrices contained in the coneWsep+ but not inWsep− (i.e.
the outer and inner approximations of Wsep arising from
the necessary and sufficient conditions, respectively). To
this end, we considered the following general approach:
we first generated a large number of random process ma-
trices. For each process matrix W , we then solved the
primal SDP optimisation problem (37) over the cones
Wsep± to obtain the corresponding random robustnesses
r∗±. If we were to find r∗+ 6= r∗− (up to numerical error;
note that, since Wsep− ⊆ Wsep+ , one always has r∗+ ≤ r∗−),
this would imply the cones differ since one would have
W + r∗+1
◦ ∈ Wsep+ but W + r∗+1◦ /∈W sep− .
The size of the SDP problems associated with finding
the random robustness of a process matrix meant that we
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could not solve these problems for the “complete” four-
partite scenario with qubit incoming and outgoing spaces
for each party (recall that, for three parties, the condi-
tions are already known to coincide). We therefore con-
sidered the restricted scenario in which dAI = 1 while the
remaining Hilbert spaces are two-dimensional, so thatW
is thus (128×128)-dimensional. We note that in any sim-
pler scenario, the necessary and sufficient conditions can
be be proven to coincide, making this the simplest case of
interest. Indeed, in Appendix B 3 we already showed that
they coincide if one of the four parties has a trivial out-
going space. If, on the other hand, a second party were
to have a trivial incoming space (e.g., dBI = 1), it is not
difficult to show they again coincide by writing explicitly
the necessary and sufficient conditions of Propositions 4
and 5, by using the fact that they simplify to Proposi-
tion B4 in a tripartite case where (at least) one party
has a trivial incoming space, and by using the linearity
of the subspaces appearing in the constraints. We leave
the explicit proof of this as an exercise for the reader.
To generate random process matrices, one could fol-
low the hit-and-run approach of Ref. [43]. Although this
approach is guaranteed to sample process matrices uni-
formly, the high dimensionality of the space of valid pro-
cess matrices (in this scenario it is 7597-dimensional) ren-
ders this approach intractable. Instead, forgoing unifor-
mity, we generated matrices by randomly sampling Her-
mitian positive semidefinite matrices, projecting them
onto the space LN of valid process matrices before adding
white noise (i.e., 1◦) until the resulting matrix was again
positive semidefinite.
We solved the SDP optimisation problems for the nec-
essary and sufficient conditions for approximately 1000
randomly generated process matrices (including several
hundreds in which an additional constraint, namely the
symmetry of W between permutations of the parties B,
C and D, was imposed). These numerical tests failed to
provide any potential counterexamples: in all cases we
found r∗+ = r∗− up to numerical precision.
However, since the space of valid process matrices is so
high-dimensional and our sampling method non-uniform,
we do not believe that our results on this number of sam-
ples provide enough evidence to reasonably conjecture
that the necessary and sufficient conditions coincide in
this scenario.
Appendix G: Construction of witnesses of causal
nonseparability through SDP
In this appendix we give some further details relating
to the construction of witnesses of causal nonseparability
through SDP. Firstly, we discuss the duality of the two
SDP problems given in Sec. IVD, showing that they are
indeed dual and that the Strong Duality Theorem is sat-
isfied. We then give some additional details on how the
characterisations of causal separability can be explicitly
translated into SDP constraints in order to find witnesses
in practice, giving some explicit examples that both il-
lustrate this and, at the same time, allow the results in
Sec. IVE to be readily verified.
1. Duality of SDP problems
Since both the set of causally separable process ma-
trices Wsep and its dual S = (Wsep)∗ (or the inner and
outer approximations Wsep± of Wsep arising from Propo-
sitions 4 and 5 and their respective duals S± = (Wsep± )∗,
see Sec. IVD) are convex cones, the problems of min-
imising the amount of white noise that must be added
to make a process matrix causally separable and finding
the witness of causal separability with the most nega-
tive value for a given process matrix can be formulated
as SDP problems as in Eqs. (37) and (38), respectively.
For these problems to be efficiently solvable with stan-
dard algorithmic techniques for SDP, however, one must
show that they have no duality gap (i.e., no difference
between the optimal values of an SDP problem and its
dual). Here, we will show that Eqs. (37) and (38) are
indeed a primal-dual pair, and that the Strong Duality
Theorem holds [48], implying that that their optimal so-
lutions indeed coincide and can therefore be efficiently
obtained. This shows, in particular, that the solution to
the SDP problem (38) is the optimal witness with respect
to the random robustness.
Ref. [14] showed the duality of two variations of the
SDP problems (37) and (38) in the bipartite case: rather
than consider the robustness to white noise of a process
matrix, they considered the robustness of mixing a given
W with any valid process matrix. The optimal solutions
to the corresponding SDP problems give the generalised
robustness of W . Nevertheless, their approach to prov-
ing duality, and the applicability of the Strong Duality
Theorem, is easily adapted to (and even simpler for) the
random robustness, and the bipartite and some restricted
tripartite versions of Eqs. (37) and (38) were already
given in Ref. [15]. The same approach can be used in the
more general multipartite case to show that these prob-
lems (considering the cones Wsep or Wsep± ) satisfy the
required properties. Rather than repeating these (some-
what technical and lengthy) arguments, we instead refer
the reader to Appendix E of Ref. [14] and prove explicitly
only the main technical lemma needed to generalise their
approach.
First, as noted already in [14, 15], it is sufficient just to
consider the restriction SN := S∩LN of witnesses in LN .
Indeed, for any S⊥ in the orthogonal subspace (LN )⊥ of
LN and any process matrix W one has Tr[S⊥ ·W ] = 0,
and thus for any S ∈ S there exists S′ ∈ SN such that
Tr[S ·W ] = Tr[S′ ·W ] for all W ∈ LN . The formulations
given in Eqs. (37) and (38) are only formally dual when
Wsep and S are considered as subsets of the vector space
LN [or when S is replaced by SN in Eq. (38)]. However,
the fact that the restriction to SN does not change the
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optimal value of the problem ensures that the optimal
solutions coincide in the more general formulation.
The primary element of the proof in Ref. [14] which
needs to be generalised beyond two parties is the need to
show that Wsep has a nonempty interior (within LN , cf.
their Lemma 7; we also need to check that it is pointed,
which is trivial). To this end, it is sufficient to show
that the white noise process matrix 1◦ is in the interior
of Wsep, i.e., that there exists ε > 0 such that for any
W ∈ LN with ‖W‖HS < ε (where ‖·‖HS is the Hilbert-
Schmidt norm), one has 1◦ +W ∈ Wsep.
Recalling from Appendix A4 the characterisation of
LN in terms of “allowed” terms in a Hilbert-Schmidt
basis decomposition, let us first note that any allowed
Hilbert-Schmidt term Tk which contains · · ·σA
k
I
µk 1
AkO · · ·
(with σA
k
I
µk 6= 1) for some k ∈ N is compatible with any
fixed causal order where party Ak comes last—i.e., that
Tk ∈ LApik(1)≺···≺Apik(N−1)≺Ak for any permutation pik of
parties such that pik(N) = k (the same also trivially holds
for the allowed identity term 1N ). Indeed, [1−AkO]Tk = 0
and AkIOTk = 0, so that Eq. (19) holds for any such or-
der. It follows that any W ∈ LN can be written as
W =
∑N
k=1 Ωk, where each Ωk ∈ LApik(1)≺···≺Apik(N−1)≺Ak
(for some arbitrary pik for each k); furthermore, the terms
Ωk can be taken to be orthogonal, so that ‖W‖2HS =∑N
k=1‖Ωk‖2HS.
Note that the Ωk’s may not, in general, be posi-
tive semidefinite. Nevertheless, if we take W such that
‖W‖HS < ε := 1NdI , with dI :=
∏
k∈N dAkI , then each
‖Ωk‖ ≤ ‖Ωk‖HS < 1NdI (where ‖·‖ is now the spectral
norm), so that 1NdI 1+ Ωk ≥ 0. For any such W , we thus
obtain a decomposition
1
◦ +W =
N∑
k=1
( 1
NdI
1 + Ωk
)
(G1)
with 1NdI 1 + Ωk ∈ P ∩ LApik(1)≺···≺Apik(N−1)≺Ak , which
proves that 1◦+W is the sum of (valid) process matrices
compatible with fixed causal orders, and hence is causally
separable: 1◦ +W ∈ Wsep, as desired.
With this verified, the approach of Ref. [14] can be ap-
plied, with the appropriate modifications for the random
robustness,24 to show that the required duality indeed
holds and that the conditions of the Strong Duality The-
orem are satisfied.
24 Namely, one can change Eqs. (E.3)–(E.7) in Ref. [14] to E = LN ,
K = Wsep, L = {r1◦ | r ∈ R}, b = W and c = 1/∏k∈N dAk
O
(using their notations for E,K,L, b, c) and then adapt the proof
accordingly.
2. Explicit SDP constraints and example
constructions
In order to characterise S more explicitly for a given
scenario, as well as to solve both the primal and dual
SDP problem using convex optimisation algorithms [49],
it is helpful to write Wsep explicitly as intersections and
Minkowski sums of convex cones corresponding to indi-
vidual constraints on causally separable process matrices.
The duality relations (35) can then be exploited to de-
scribe S. Here we give some examples to illustrate this
procedure.
The simplest example is the bipartite scenario. From
the definition in Eq. (3) we see that Wsep = WA≺B +
WB≺A, where WA≺B = P ∩ LA≺B and similarly for
WB≺A. Using Eq. (19) to write LA≺B and LB≺A in
terms of spaces defined by individual linear constraints,
or directly referring to Proposition 2, we see that
Wsep = P ∩ L[1−AO]BIO ∩ L[1−BO]
+ P ∩ L[1−BO]AIO ∩ L[1−AO] , (G2)
with L[1−AO]BIO := {W ∈ AIOBIO | [1−AO]BIOW = 0},
L[1−BO] := {W ∈ AIOBIO | [1−BO]W = 0}, etc. It
follows that
S = (Wsep)∗ = (P + L⊥[1−AO]BIO + L⊥[1−BO])
∩ (P + L⊥[1−BO]AIO + L⊥[1−AO]) , (G3)
where we used the fact that P is self-dual, and where
L⊥[1−AO]BIO = {S ∈ AIOBIO | [1−AO]BIOS = S} is the
orthogonal subspace of L[1−AO]BIO , L⊥[1−BO] = {S ∈
AIOBIO | [1−BO]S = S} is the orthogonal subspace of
L[1−BO], etc.
Note that a slightly different, but equivalent, charac-
terisation was given for the bipartite scenario in Refs. [14,
15]. Although their formulation is slightly simpler, we
choose to give the above form as it shows more clearly
the procedure of obtaining explicit SDP characterisations
from the characterisations of causally separable process
matrices given in the main text, and it generalises more
directly to the multipartite scenario.
The next simplest case is the tripartite scenario with
dCO = 1. In this case, causally separable process matri-
ces are characterised by Proposition B3, from which it
follows that
Wsep = P ∩ L[1−AO]BIOCI ∩ L[1−BO]CI
+ P ∩ L[1−BO]AIOCI ∩ L[1−AO]CI , (G4)
with similar notations for L[1−AO]BIOCI , L[1−BO]CI , etc.
as before. Similarly to the bipartite case, this leads to
S = (P + L⊥[1−AO]BIOCI + L⊥[1−BO]CI )
∩ (P + L⊥[1−BO]AIOCI + L⊥[1−AO]CI ) . (G5)
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We note again that two slightly different, but once again
equivalent, characterisations were given in Refs. [14, 15]
for this particular tripartite case.
In the tripartite scenario with dAI = 1 instead (as, e.g.,
in the example of “activation of causal nonseparability”
given by Oreshkov and Giarmatzi [17]), Proposition B4
leads to
Wsep =L[1−AO]BIOCIO
∩ [P ∩ L[1−BO]CIO ∩ L[1−CO]
+ P ∩ L[1−CO]BIO ∩ L[1−BO]
]
. (G6)
It follows that
S =L⊥[1−AO]BIOCIO
+ (P + L⊥[1−BO]CIO + L⊥[1−CO])
∩ (P + L⊥[1−CO]BIO + L⊥[1−BO]) . (G7)
In the general tripartite case, the characterisation of
Proposition 3 shows that we can write Wsep as
Wsep = L[1−AO]BIOCIO ∩
(P ∩ L[1−BO]CIO ∩ L[1−CO]
+ P ∩ L[1−CO]BIO ∩ L[1−BO]
)
+ L[1−BO]AIOCIO ∩
(P ∩ L[1−AO]CIO ∩ L[1−CO]
+ P ∩ L[1−CO]AIO ∩ L[1−AO]
)
+ L[1−CO]AIOBIO ∩
(P ∩ L[1−AO]BIO ∩ L[1−BO]
+ P ∩ L[1−BO]AIO ∩ L[1−AO]
)
,
(G8)
from which it follows that cone of witnesses is
S =
(
L⊥[1−AO]BIOCIO + (P + L⊥[1−BO]CIO + L⊥[1−CO])
∩ (P + L⊥[1−CO]BIO + L⊥[1−BO])
)
∩
(
L⊥[1−BO]AIOCIO + (P + L⊥[1−AO]CIO + L⊥[1−CO])
∩ (P + L⊥[1−CO]AIO + L⊥[1−AO])
)
∩
(
L⊥[1−CO]AIOBIO + (P + L⊥[1−AO]BIO + L⊥[1−BO])
∩ (P + L⊥[1−BO]AIO + L⊥[1−AO])
)
.
(G9)
Finally, in the fourpartite scenario with dAI = dDO =
1 (as, e.g., in the version of the quantum switch in
Eq. (40)), Proposition B7 leads to
Wsep =L[1−AO]BIOCIODI
∩ [P ∩ L[1−BO]CIODI ∩ L[1−CO]DI
+ P ∩ L[1−CO]BIODI ∩ L[1−BO]DI
]
(G10)
and
S =L⊥[1−AO]BIOCIODI
+ (P + L⊥[1−BO]CIODI + L⊥[1−CO]DI )
∩ (P + L⊥[1−CO]BIODI + L⊥[1−BO]DI ) . (G11)
Once again, for more general scenarios it remains an
open question whether the necessary and sufficient con-
ditions of Propositions 4 and 5 coincide. Nonetheless,
the same approach here can be applied to our neces-
sary condition, which defines the cone Wsep+ that is an
outer approximation of Wsep, to characterise a subset
S+ of causal witnesses. Solving the dual SDP prob-
lem (38) over this set allows one to find valid witnesses
of causal nonseparability for a given process matrix W ,
even though (without proof that the necessary and suf-
ficient conditions coincide) such a witness may not be
optimal amongst the full set of causal witnesses S.
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